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PREFACE

This book is written as an attempt to develop English teaching materials for ITB undergraduates. 

The emphasis of these materials is on improving student‟ reading skills required for reading textbooks 

or other references relevant to their own specialization.

This teaching material consists of teen sections, and is a result of research on students‟ 

familiarity, difficulty, and interest to certain activity types, designed from the conventional types of 

exercises to the most innovative ones.

The writing of this book has been made possible with the support of the University of Leeds, UPT 

Pusat Bahasa ITB. and English teaching staff – SOSIOTEKNOLOGI – FSRD - ITB.

Bandung,    July   2001



1 IMPROVING READING SPEED AND COMPREHENSION

Based on our experience, there are many Indonesian students who read word by word and they stop reading when they 

find difficult words. They believe that they can interpret the text if they understand every word. They also translate 

while they are reading. In fact, good readers do not read word by word but read groups of words and they guess 

difficult words contextually. 

Therefore, we have designed this lesson in order to help you become a faster reader and better reader. Why should you 

read faster? The answer is a faster reader is a better reader. In other words, a slow reader is likely to read with poor 

understanding. He or she tends to focus on unfamiliar (difficult) words and fails to grasp the general meaning of the 

passage. 

According to Spargo (1989:4), it is not true that fast readers will miss something or that their comprehension might suffer. 

The reasons are: 

1. Faster readers comprehend faster. When you read faster, the writer‟s message is coming to you faster and makes 

sense sooner. Ideas are interconnected. The writer‟s thoughts are all tied together, each one leading to the next. The 

more quickly you can see how ideas are related to each other, the more quickly you can comprehend the meaning of 

what you are reading. 

2. Faster readers concentrate better. Concentration is essential for comprehension. If your mind is wandering you can‟t 

understand what you are reading. A lack of concentration causes you to re-read, sometimes over and over, in order 

to comprehend. Faster readers concentrate better because there‟s less time for distractions to interfere. 

Comprehension, in turn, contributes to concentration. If you are concentrating and comprehending, you will not 

become distracted. 

Below are several exercises you should do in order to help you improve your reading speed and comprehension. 

Exercise 1 

At the left of the vertical line, there is a word. When your teacher says to start, read across the line as fast as you can. 

Circle all the words that are the same as the word at the left. 

1. Know Knew No Now Known Know Cow

2. Shop Chop Shop Shod Short Son Shad 

3. Brass Class Flash Glass Mass Brass Bass

4. Sport Spot Spoon Sport Shot Pot Hot

5. Saw See Seen So Saw Show Law

6. Bold Gold Bold Cold Boat Good Bode

7. White While What White Wait White While



8. Men Men Man Mean Men Meant Mean

9. Both Bought Both Bode Both But Boat

10. Right Right Light Might Height Right Might 

11. Lack Lock Lack Lock Luck Lack Look

12. Past Pest Past Pass Passed Mass Past

13. Speed Speak Speed Spade Seed Speed Seed

14. Blue Blew Brown Blew Blue Blow Blue

15. Share Shape Shade Share Share Shame Shot

16. Port Pot Port Part Port Pots Port

17. Bit Beat Bite Bit Bride Bit Bite

18. Shoes Shoes Shows Saws See Shoes Shop

19. Title Tile Title Little Title Till Tail

20. Much Mass Mess Much Mash Much Much

21. Brick Brake Break Broke Brick Brick Brisk

22. West Vest West Best Pest West Test

23. Book Moon Took Hook Look Book Book

24. Niece Nice Niece Niece Rise Wise Mile

25. Pen Pen Pit Pet Pen Men Ten 

Exercise 2

At the left of the vertical Line, there is a word. When your teacher says to start, read across the line as fast as you can. 

Circle the one that has about the same meaning as the word at the left.

1. Bike Car Bicycle Book Train Person

2. Easy Ready Short Simple Daily Ready

3. Try Begin Attempt Show Die Cry

4. Cry Say Tell Shout Love Hope

5. Boat Ship Sheep Mice Price Mile

6. Road Sea Street Trip Shop View

7. Happen look Took Occur Work Help



8. Middle North West South East Centre

9. Whole Entire Few No Many Some

10. Buy Send Bend Keep Purchase Walk

11. Right Correct Good Tired Bad Sad

12. Like Hope Enjoy ReturnRun Shout

13. Man Male Female Buyer Teacher Customer

14. Glad Crazy Sad Wet HappyAngry

15. Folks People Students Teachers Singers Actors

16. Mate Enemy FamilyRelative Brother Friend

17. Pupil Class Room Nose Ear Student

18. Reply Sell Send Beg Answer Ask

19. Big Large Hungry Empty Tired Upset

20. Fall SpringWinterAutumn Rain Summer

21. Stay Remain Blame Play Walk Stand

22. IllSad Thirsty Ugly Sick Wrong

23. Get Receive Find Take Make Try

24. Find Fry Plant Plant Earn Discover

25. Seat Table Chair Class Desk Board

Exercise 3 

Cross out the word which does not belong in each list. 

1. Sunday, Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, June 

2. Shirt, Jean, Sweater, Shoes, Shirt, Blouse

3. A,l,U,E,W,O 

4. Black, Brown, Blue, Toe, Yellow, White 

5. Buy, Cut, Meet, Under, Set, See 

6. Jakarta, Tokyo, London, Korea, Seoul, Bangkok 

7. Finger, Hand, Hair, Elbow, Thumb, Nail 

8. Pen, Fat, Book, Pencil, Bag, Ruler 

9. Children, Women, Teeth, Tables, Men, Sheep

10. Brought, Started, Cut, Saw, Bought, Went 

11. Clear, Tall, Thin, Fat, Short, Slim 

12. Clever, Fast, Slow, Water, Good, Bad 

13. Go, Study, Listen, Ate, Send, Get 



14. July, August, Monday, September, October, November 

15. Nose, Lips, Moustache, Leg, Beard, Teeth 

16. Toyota, BMW, Porche, Bus, Suzuki, Citroen 

17. Happy, Stupid, Upset, Sad, Glad, Sorry 

18. House, Table, Chair, Sofa, Cupboard, Desk 

19. Cow, Hen, Horse, Tiger, Lion, Dog  

20. Brother, Teacher, Sister, Son, Father, Mother 

21. Saucepan, Fryingpan, Rice Cooker, Door, Knife, Kettle

22. Box, Screw Driver, Wrench, Vise, Pliers, Hammer, Mallet 

23. Net, Football, Badminton, Rugby, Tennis, Soccer, Volleyball 

24. Mushroom, Carrot, Parrot, Potato, Tomato, Cauliflower 

25. Indirect, Immoral, Atheist, Important, Disagree, Irregular

Exercise 4

In this exercise, words are grouped into grammatically related phrases. In the first few examples, the phrases are 

enclosed by parentheses and separated by space. In the last few examples, the phrases are separated only by 

space. Practice reading each phrase at a single glance. Try to make your eyes move across the page with a smooth, 

even rhythm. 

1. (Successful improvement) (of your reading)          (depends upon)       (your eagerness)  (to improve) (and your 

willingness)         (to practice.)    (Your teacher)   (can guide you,) (but only        you) (can do)         (your own 

reading.)       (No one else)        (can do it) (for you.)

2. (Canada‟s native population)    (consists of two groups,)     (the Indian)    (and the Eskimo.)     (Both groups)     (are 

from Asia)      (by way of the Bering Sea)      ( several thousand years) (before the arrival)      (of Europeans)         (in 

North American) 

3. (In l976)     (the United States)           (landed two spacecraft)        ( on the surface of Mars.)     (The landers have 

devices)      (to perform chemical analyses)   (of the soil) (in search of evidence)        (of life on the planet.)       (So 

far, however,)       (the results have been inconclusive. ) 



4. (The prefix Mach) (is used to describe)      (supersonic speed.)       (The word is derived) (from Ernst Mach,)          (a 

Czech-born German physicist)          (who contributed a great deal)   (to the study of sound.)          (When a pIane 

moves)         (at the speed of sound,)          (it  is Mach l.)      (At twice the speed of sound)    (It is Mach 2.)      (When 

it is near,) (but below,)     (the speed of sound,)               (its speed can be designated)           (as less than Mach 1,)

(for example, Mach.0.9).

5. Four hundred years ago      nothing like       a modern telescope existed.      Then     spectacle makers         in Holland 

noticed        that when certain lenses        are used in pairs      at    the right distance apart,           they magnify things.       

The first man to     make    a     powerful microscope      was a Dutchman        named Leeuwenhoek,     who was born   

in 1632.   His instruments    could magnify  things to three hundred times          their actual size. 

6. Leeuwenhoek  saw   many living things   that no one     had seen before.      When       he   looked                       at a

drop of water    under  the microscope,     he  saw     many    little animals           which were later           called 

protozoa. Leeuwenhoek said that       though he gargled      with salt water              every day,      the number         of

little animals    in his mouth     was greater than   the whole population    of Holland!. 

7. About l660       Robert Hooke      put a thin slice    of cork under the microscope.      He was amazed         to see tiny 

divisions      rather like a honeycomb.     With this in mind,      he gave these divisions          the name of cells.      He 

had no idea      how important       that word would become      when microscopes improved           and when scientists    

were better able         to see and study      living things 



Exercise  5 

For the following exercise, first read the paragraph aloud or listen to your teacher reading it. Indicate phrase groupings by

putting parentheses around the words which naturally go together. You may indicate short phrase groupings, or you 

may wish to indicate longer groupings Then practice reading the paragraph aloud, pausing slightly at the phrase 

ends. Then practice reading the paragraph silently. Try to focus your eyes at the center of each phrase and read all 

the words between parentheses in a single glance. 

1. Your reading rate is partly determined by the speed with which your eyes can focus on a group of words and then 

move swiftly   and smoothly to the next group of words The more stops that your eyes make, or the more times your 

eyes regress, the slower you will read. Vocalizing the words also slows down your reading. Fortunately, increasing 

your peripheral vision and developing a uniform movement of your eyes can be accomplished by special exercises 

and regular practice.

2. Reading is probably the most important skill you will need for success in your studies. You will have to read lengthy 

assignments in different subjects with varying degrees of detail and difficulty. If you read inaccurately, you will fail to 

understand some of the information and ideas that you read. If you read slowly, you will have to spend too much 

time reading your assignments so that your other work may suffer.

3. Poor reading may be a problem for you, but it is not a hopeless one. Like other skills, your ability to read English 

rapidly and accurately depends upon careful instruction and purposeful practice. This chapter will introduce you to 

the ways in which you can improve your reading skill. But it will be only that, an introduction. You must continue to 

practise on your own. 

4. Being able to read phrase by phrase requires an understanding of what words go together grammatically For 

example, if you can recognize modification patterns, prepositional or participial phrases, or dependent clauses, you 

can recognize which words are grouped together meaningfully With practice, you will begin to see them together. 

5. Just as important as increasing your peripheral vision is the importance of moving your eyes from point to point in a 

uniform rhythm. Slow reading also results from regression, the number of time your eyes have to go back to a word 

or phrase that they did not see accurately the first time. As you practice increasing your peripheral vision and moving 

your eyes faster, you may occasionally have to go back to reread certain words or phrases. Do not get discouraged. 

A smooth, forward rhythm comes with practice. EventualIy you will adjust your speed to the point where your eyes 

move comfortably forward without the need to regress 

6. A final cause of slow reading is vocalizing, that is, forming the sounds of each word, even though they may not be 

spoken aloud. The normal rate of speaking English is 180 to 200 words a minute. If you vocalize each word, you 

cannot read faster than this. Reading 200 words a minute is a dangerously slow speed. 



7. You may wonder about the relationship between reading speed and reading comprehension. In the first place, it is 

of course useless to read rapidly but without adequate comprehension. It is equally inefficient to read with 

complete comprehension but at a very slow speed. You should aim at a comfortable balance between the two. In 

the second place, although you may think so at first, reading comprehension does not necessarily suffer from a 

rapid reading speed. As you push yourself to read faster, you may find that you comprehend less. Continued 

practice, however, will improve your comprehension as well as your speed. Instead of responding to individual 

words, you will be responding to meaningful units of ideas. In the third place, there is no single best reading speed. 

Good readers adjust their speed to the material! They are reading and the kind of comprehension they desire. 

Generally, you can read a novel or a social column in the campus newspaper faster than you can read a textbook. 

Even in a textbook, there is some material that can be read faster than other material. Adjust your speed to the 

difficulty of the reading material and the degree of comprehension required. 



In the next exercises you keep a record of your reading by yourself. 

1. Find your reading speed, from the table below. 

Reading time

(min/secs)

Speed (w.p.m.) Reading time

(min/secs)

Speed (w.p.m.)

1.00

1.10

1.20

1.30

1.40

1.50

2.00

2.10

2.20

2.30

2.40

2.50

3.00

500

427

375

334

300

273

250

231

215

200

188

174

167

3.10

3.20

3.30

3.40

3.50

4.00

4.10

4.20

4.30

4.40

4.50

5.00

158

150

143

137

131

125

120

116

111

107

104

100

Note: Your right answers should not fall below 6 or 7 out of 10. (Each of the following texts consists of ten questions) 



Exercise  6

Read the following passages as fast as possible. Then record the time and speed by yourself.

Passage 1

Faster Effective Reading

The comprehension passages on this course are designed to help you increase your reading speed. A higher reading rate, 

with no loss of comprehension, will help you in other subjects as well as English, and the general principles apply to any 

language. Naturally, you will not read every book at the same speed. You would expect to read a newspaper, for example, 

much more rapidly than a physics or economics textbook- but you can raise your average reading speed over the whole 

range of materials you wish to cover so that the percentage gain will be the same whatever kind of reading you are 

concerned” with. 

The reading passages which follow are all of an average level of difficulty for your stage of instruction. They are all 

approximately 500 words long. They are about topics of general interest which do not require a great deal of specialized 

knowledge. Thus they fall between the kind of reading you might find in your textbooks and the much less demanding kind 

you will find in a newspaper or light novel. If you read this kind of English, with understanding, at, say, 400 words per 

minute, you might skim through a newspaper at perhaps 650-700, while with a difficult textbook you might drop to 200 or 

250.

Perhaps you would like to know what reading speeds are common among native English-speaking university students and 

how those speeds can be improved. Tests in Minnesota, U.S.A., for example, have shown that students without special 

training can read English of average difficulty, for example Tolstoy‟s War and Peace in translation, at speeds of between 

240 and 250 w.p.m. with about 70 % comprehension. Minnesota claims that after 12 half-hour lessons, one a week, the 

reading speed can be increased, with no loss of comprehension, to around 500 w.p.m. lt is further claimed that with 

intensive training over seventeen weeks speeds of over 1000 w.p.m. can be reached, but this would be quite exceptional. 

If you get to the point where you can read books of average difficulty at between 400 and 500 w.p.m. with 70% or more 

comprehension, you will be doing quite well, though of course any further improvement of speed-with-comprehension will 

be a good thing. 

In this and the following three passages we shall be looking at some of the obstacles to faster reading and what we can do 

to overcome them. 



Think of the passage as a whole 

When you practice reading with passages shorter than book length, like the passages in this course, do not try to take in each word separately, one after 

the other. It is much more difficult to grasp the broad theme of the passage this way, and you will also get stuck on individual words which may not 

be absolutely essential to a general understanding of the passage. It is a good idea to skim through the passage very quickly first (say 500 words in 

a minute or so) to get the general idea of each paragraph. Titles, paragraph headings and emphasized words (underlined or in italics) can be a great 

help in getting this skeleton outline of the passage. It is surprising how many people do not read titles, introductions or paragraph headings. Can you, 

without looking back, remember the title of this passage and the heading of this paragraph? 

(From Practical Faster Reading) 

After finish reading, select the answer which is most accurate according to the information given in the passage.

1. A higher reading rate will help in other subjects as well as English 

a. provided there is no loss of understanding. 

b. only if we memorize well 

c. but not in any other language 

d. though not as a general principle. 

2. You would expect to read a difficult economics textbook 

a. as fast as you read a newspaper 

b. more slowly than you read a newspaper 

c. more quickly than you read these passages 

d. only very rarely. 

3. You can expect to read the passages on this course 

a. more quickly than you read your textbooks. 

b. more quickly than you read a newspaper. 

c. more slowly than you read your textbooks. 

d. faster than any other kind of material. 

4. The average untrained native speaker at the University of Minnesota. 

a. reads at 600 w.p.m. 

b. reads at about 300 w.p.m. 

c. cannot read difficult works in translation. 

d. reads at about 245 w.p.m. 

5. The University of Minnesota claims that in 12 half-hour lessons 

a. it can triple a student‟s reading speed. 

b. it can double a student‟s reading speed. 

c. it can increase a student‟s reading speed four times. 

d. no real increase in reading speed can be achieved. 

6. Intensive training over seventeen weeks can 

a. triple an untrained student‟s reading speed. 

b. increase an untrained student‟s reading 

c. double an untrained student‟s reading speed. 

d. triple the student‟s comprehension scores. 



7. You will be doing quite well if you can read books of average difficulty 

a. at about 450 w.p.m. with 70% comprehension 

b. at about 600 w.p.m. with 60% comprehension 

c. at about 300 w.p.m. with 70% comprehension 

d. at about 250 w.p.m. with 50% comprehension

8. Reading words one at a time is bad because 

a. it hurts your eyes. 

b. all words are equally important. 

c. it is more difficult to get the general idea of a passage 

d. some words are longer than others. 

9. It is a good idea to skim through a passage quickly first 

a. at about 350 w.p.m. 

b. so get the general idea of each paragraph. 

c. so that you can take in each word separately. 

d. to make sure you get to the end at least once. 

10. Titles and paragraph headings 

a. are more important than anything else. 

b. are surprising to many people. 

c. can easily be remembered without looking back. 

d. can help us get the outline of a passage. 



Passage 2 

Obstacles to Faster Effective Reading

Perhaps you have seen very young children - or very old people - learning to read. They move the index finger along the line of 

print, pointing to each word, sometimes even to individual letters, saying the word or letters to themselves in a low voice. This is 

called ‟vocalizing‟ . Sometimes the learner makes no sound though his lips may move to form the words, sometimes there is 

not even any perceptible movement of the mouth at all, but the learner is still activating his throat muscles slightly to ‟say‟ the 

words to himself. He is still vocalizing 

However slight the extent of vocalizing may be it will still be impossible for such a reader to reach a speed of more than about

280 w.p.m. The appreciation of written words must be entirely visual and we must read more than one word at a time.

Look at ‟ you‟, the second word of this passage. Even if you look straight at the ‟o‟ of that word, without moving your eyes at all 

you can clearly see ‟ perhaps‟ and ‟have‟ on either side. So you can read three words at once. Now look at the word ‟ word‟ on 

line 3 With a very slight movement of the eyes, you can take in the whole phrase‟ .. saying the word or letters ...... ‟ in the same 

glance. In the same way, you can probably take in a complete short sentence on one line, like the one on line 6, at one glance. 

None of the lines of print on a page this size should need more than three eye movements. Take line 4. This would perhaps 

break up into three word groups: (1) times there is not even ...... (2)... any perceptible movement .................(3) of the mouth at 

all, but ... When you are reading well, your eyes will be one or two word groups ahead of the one your mind is taking in.

Practise on something easy and interesting 

Many students trying to increase their effective reading speed become discouraged when they find that if they try to race 

through a passage faster, they fail to take in what they have read. At the end, they have been so busy ‟ reading faster‟ that they 

cannot remember what the passage was about. The problem here is that the material they are practicing on is either too difficult

for them in vocabulary or content, or not sufficiently interesting We hope that the passages in this course material will be both 

interesting and fairly easy, but you should also practise as much as you can in your own time. Read things you like reading. Go 

to the subject catalogue in the library. Biography, sport, domestic science, the cinema. there is bound to be some area which

interests you and in which you can find books of about your level of ability or just below.

If you want a quick check on how easy a book is, read through three or four pages at random. If there are, on average, more 

than five or six words on each page that are completely new to you, ‟then the book (though you may persevere with it for 

interest‟s sake) is not suitable for reading-speed improvement. Incidentally, you should try to read three or four times as much ‟ 

light‟ speed reading material (whether it is Newsweek, The Saint or A Tale of Two Cities) as you do close, slow textbook work. 

You cannot achieve a permanent improvement in your reading speed if most of the time you are practising reading slowly. 

(From Practical Faster Reading) 



Say whether the following statements are true or false according to the information given in the passage. 

1. Very old people and very young children learn to read in much the same way. 

2. Vocalizing will prevent readers from reading at speeds of over l00 w.p.m. 

3. It is sometimes possible to see three words at once without moving the eyes. 

4. To read well your eyes should be one or two word groups ahead of your mind. 

5. Some students get discouraged when they first start reading faster. 

6. It is more important to read fast than to understand what is read. 

7. Reading practice material should be interesting and not too hard. 

8. It is impossible to check quickly how difficult a book is. 

9. You should never read a book that has five or six new words per page. 

10. Newsweek, The Saint and A Tale of Two Cities are unsuitable for students.



Passage 3 

Hints for Reading Practice

(Part 1)

Set aside time each day 

Most of us can find 15 minutes or half an hour each day for some specific regular activity. It may be a free period or a 

regular wait, say in the queue for a bus or meal - even while eating breakfast. One famous surgeon always made it a rule to 

spend at least 15 minutes on general reading before he went to sleep each night. Whether he went to bed at 10 p.m. or 2.30 

a.m. made no difference. Even if you cannot keep to this kind of discipline, it is a good idea to make sure you always have a

general interest book in your pocket. Don‟t forget it should be a book which entertains you and the English must not be too 

difficult for you.

Check your progress through pacing 

Nearly all ‟ speed reading‟ courses have a ‟ pacing‟ element - some timing device which lets the student know how many 

words a minute he is reading. You can do this simply by looking at your watch every 5 or 10 minutes and noting down the 

page number you have reached. Check the average number of words per page for the particular book you are reading. How 

do you know when 5 minutes have passed on your watch if you are busy reading the book? Well, this is difficult at first. A 

friend can help by timing you over a set period, or you can read within hearing distance of a public clock which strikes the 

quarter hours. Pace yourself every three or four days, always with the same kind of easy, general interest book. You should 

soon notice your habitual w.p.m. rate creeping up. 

Check comprehension 

Obviously there is little point in increasing your w.p.m. rate if you do not understand what you are reading. When you are 

consciously trying to increase your reading speed, stop after every chapter (if you are reading a novel) or every section or 

group of ten or twelve pages (if it is a textbook) and ask yourself a few questions about what you have been reading. If you 

find you have lost the thread of the story, or you cannot remember clearly the details of what was said, re-read the section or 

chapter. 

’ Lightning speed’ exercise 

Try this from time to time. Take four or five pages of the general interest book you happen to be reading at the time. Read 

them as fast as you possibly can. Do not bother about whether you understand or not. Now go back and read them at what 

you feel to be your ‟ normal‟ w.p.m. rate, the rate at which you can comfortably understand. After a ‟ lightning speed‟ read 

through (probably around 600 w.p.m.) you will usually find that your ‟ normal' speed has increased - perhaps by as much as 

50-100 w.p.m. This is the technique athletes use when they habitually run further in training than they will have to on the day 

of the big race. 

(From Practical Faster Reading) 



Select the answer which is most accurate according to the information given in the passage.

1. The passage recommends setting aside for reading practice 

a. two hours a day 

b. one hour a day. 

c. 15 minutes or half an hour a day 

d. three times a day before meals

2. One famous surgeon always made it a rule to read

a. for 15 minutes at 10 p m. each night 

b. at least 15 minutes at bedtime 

c. at least 15 minutes at either 10 p.m. or 2.30. a.m. 

d. whenever he had a spare moment

3. It is a good idea always to carry in your pocket 

a. a book you will never forget 

b. a serious book 

c. several books of various kinds 

d. an easy and entertaining English book  

4. A ‟pacing‟ device 

a. times a student‟s reading speed 

b. is not included in most speed reading courses 

c. is an aid to vocabulary learning 

d. should be used whenever we read alone 

5. Looking at your watch every 5 or 10 minutes 

a. avoids the need for reading faster 

b. is not the same as pacing 

c. is not easy at first 

d. helps you to remember the page number you were at last time.

6. The passage recommends pacing yourself 

a. every two days with different kinds of book. 

b. every three or four days with the same kind of book. 

c. every week with the same kind of book. 

d. as often as you read a book.



7. When you are reading a novel the passage advises you to pause to check the content 

a. every chapter 

b. every hour 

c. every three or four pages 

d. after every page 

8. The purpose of pausing for thought every so often is to 

a. rest the eyes 

b. make sure you have not missed any pages 

c. make sure you really understand what you have read 

d. prevent brain fatigue

9. If you have lost the thread of a story you are reading, the passage recommends 

a. choosing an easier book 

b. glancing back over the chapter you have just read 

c.  asking a friend to help you with the difficult words 

d. learning the previous chapter by heart 

10. The purpose of the lightning speed exercise is to 

a. increase your normal speed by practising at a very high rate 

b. get through the book in half the time so that you can go on to the next 

c. help you understand more of the content of the book 

d. enable you to win reading races against your friends 



Passage 4 

Hints for Reading Practice 

(Part 2)

Dictionaries slow you down! 

If you have chosen the right, fairly easy, sort of book for your general reading practice, you will not need to use a dictionary for 

such an exercise. If you really must know the dictionary meaning of all the words you meet (a doubtful necessity) jot them down 

on a piece of paper to look up later. Actually, the meanings of many words will be clear from the sentences around them- what 

we call the ‟context‟. Here is an example. Do you know the word ‟ sou‟ wester‟? It has two meanings in English as the following 

sentences indicate: 

a. In spite of the fact that the fishermen were wearing sou ‟ westers, the storm was so heavy they were wet through. 

b. An east or north-east wind brings cold, dry weather to England, but a sou‟ wester usually brings rain .

‟You should have guessed very easily that in sentence a) the word sou ‟ wester refers to some kind of waterproof clothing, 

presumably quite thick and heavy since it is worn by fishermen in storms. In sentence b) it is clearly a kind of wind, corning from 

a .south-westerly direction. Incidentally, you would have had the greatest difficulty in finding this word in most dictionaries since it 

often appears a long way down among the secondary meanings of south. If you did not know that sou ‟ meant ‟south‟ in the first 

place you could only have found the word by the merest chance.

Pay attention to paragraph structure 

Most paragraphs have a topic sentence‟ which expresses the central idea. The remaining sentences expand or support that 

idea. It has been estimated that between 60 and 90% of all expository paragraphs in English have the topic sentence first. 

Always pay special attention to the first sentence of a paragraph; it is most likely to give you the main idea.

Sometimes, though, the first sentence in the paragraph does not have the feel of a ‟main idea‟ sentence. It does not seem to 

give us enough new information to justify a paragraph. The next most likely place to look for the topic sentence is the last 

sentence of the paragraph, 

Take this paragraph for example: Some students prefer a strict teacher who tells them exactly what to do. Others prefer to be left 

to work on their own. Still others like a democratic discussion type of class. No one teaching method can be devised to satisfy all 

students at the same time‟.

Remember that the opening and closing paragraph of a passage or chapter are particularly important. The opening paragraph 

suggests the general direction and content of the piece, while the closing paragraph often summarizes the very essence of what 

has been said. 

(From Practical Faster Reading) 



Select the answer which is most accurate according to the information given in the passage. 

1. The use of a dictionary is 

a. advisable for speed reading practice 

b. unnecessary for speed reading practice 

c. essential for speed reading practice 

d. of no help in improving general reading ability. 

2. You can avoid the need for reference books by 

a. learning many vocabulary items in advance. 

b. choosing a fairly easy book 

c. asking a friend 

d. simply ignoring unknown words 

3. If you really want to know what all the words mean 

a. make a note and check later 

b. use a bigger dictionary 

c. ask your instructor 

d. read more slowly 

4. To understand a general reading book, a knowledge of the meaning of every single word in that book is 

a. doubtfully necessary 

b.  absolutely unnecessary 

c. absolutely necessary 

d. most advisable 

5. Even if you don‟t know a word you can often get the meaning by 

a. wild guessing 

b.  working it out mathematically 

c. working it out from the context 

d. comparing it with similar words 

6. Words like sou’wester are often difficult even to find in a dictionary. They may be 

a. spelled wrongly 

b. listed under another word 

c. only put in by chance 

d. taken from another language 

7. The topic sentence of an expository paragraph in English 

a. usually comes in the middle 

b. is most likely to be found at the end 

c. is most often at the beginning 

d. is usually omitted in expository writing 



8. Most expository paragraphs in English have a clearly defined topic sentence. In such paragraphs the topic sentence 

comes first 

a. in about 40% of cases. 

b. in about 80% of cases. 

c. in about 20% of cases. 

d. very rarely. 

9. Sometimes we know the first sentence is not the topic sentence because 

a. it does not seem to give us enough new information.

b. it is not long enough 

c. it does not come at the beginning 

d. it does not make complete sense. 

10. The closing paragraph of a piece of writing 

a. is not really very important. 

b. is often unnecessary repetition 

c. often comes at the end 

d. often summarizes the essence of the passage 



MATERlALS FOR FURTHER STUDY

In developing your reading speed and comprehension, you can find the following materials useful.

1. Comon, M.J. and Heavers, K.L. l99 l Reading comprehension and speed, skimming and scanning, Reading for 

pleasure. Lincolnwood: National Textbook company. 

2. Mosback, G and Mosback, V. 1986. Practical Faster Reading. Cambridge: Cambridge University press. 

3. Spargo, E. 1989. Timed Reading. Providence: Jamestown Publishers 

4. Mikulecky, B.S. and Jeffries, L. 1986 Reading Power Massachusetts: Addison - Wesley Publishing Company 



2. PREVIEWING

Before you start to play tennis, for example, you usually do warming up. Otherwise, you may have a lot of 

difficulties. This is a good idea in reading. Look before you begin serious reading of a book. (a non-fiction book). 

Then it is much easier to understand. That is what you do when you preview. 

There are several ways of previewing a non-fiction book. 

1. Examine the outside - front and back. (study title, illustration; read the ”blurbs” or comments on the jacket or 

cover; study the messages on the end flaps, if any.) 

2. Note the author‟s name; read any biographical information about him. (What are his qualifications?) 

3. Check the publisher‟s name and the copyright date. (Dates are of utmost importance in many areas of study. 

The book, if unrevised, could be very outdated. Study the publishing history - number of copies; dates of 

reprints, revisions, etc. This information normally is found on back of the title page.) 

4. Read the front matter - introduction, Preface, Foreword, etc. (A quick check of this information will give a good 

indication of what the writer sets out to do in the book.) 

5. Carefully look over the Table of Contents. (This is the skeletal outline for the entire book. It will indicate the 

writer‟s approach and general treatment of the subject, the number of chapters and their approximate length 

and structure. It will also list back matter - Indexes, Bibliographies, Glossaries, etc.) 

6. Thumb through the book. (Stop briefly to note layout and typography. Note any graphics- photographic 

inclusions, maps, diagrams, cartoons, foldouts, etc.) 

7. If there is an overall Summary of Conclusion, read it carefully. 

8. Peruse Indexes, Bibliographies, or Glossaries if any are included. 

9. From the preview, evaluate the book‟s value for your purpose. (If it lacks what you need or want, select another 

title and repeat this preview process.) 

At first, this may seem to be a lot of time-consuming work and effort. On the contrary, with a little practice and 

experience, it will take but a few minutes of your time - a relative few minutes that could well be among the most 

important of the total time spent studying and reading the book. 



I.       Previewing using titles and headings

Below is a list of the contents of several books, followed by the titles. Read and match them. 

Titles 

1. Understanding Biotechnology 

2. The Internet: instant reference 

3. Scientific Method 

4. Fundamentals of Classical Thermodynamics 

5. Principles of Chemistry 

Contents 

a. Getting Messages Through 

b. Energy and Heat 

c. The Evolution of Reptile 

d. Artificial Human Organs 

e. Liquid, Solid, and Gas 

f. Research

Read the following titles or headings and write down what thing is the likely content of each book or article. When you 

have finished, compare your answer with your partner or group. 

Titles Contents

1. Understanding Technology _______________________________________ 

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

2. English for Business _______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

3. Application in Self-Management            _______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

4. Principles of Engineering _______________________________________         

_______________________________________

_______________________________________



II. Previewing using illustrations 

Illustrations can provide an indication as to the content of a book. 

1.   Look at the pictures below and try to predict what the text is about.   What kind of text do you think it is?



2.  Look at the diagrams below and try to predict what the text accompanying these diagrams is about. Give reasons 

for your answer. 

1956

1986

Building 

cleaner0

Motor vehicle 

mechanics
Butchers

Hair-dressers, 

barbers
electricians

Fitters and 

turners

Radio and TV 

technicians

joiners
Painters and 

varnishers
tailors

Printers, 

typesetters
shoemakers smiths watchmakers



III. Previewing using an introduction, table of contents blurb, and index of a book.

Read the following introduction, table of contents, and index of a book. Then answer the questions. 

1. What is the book about? 

2. Which parts would you look at in order to know what the book is about? Give  reasons. 

3. What reader was the book written for? 

4. Where can you find the information about the content? 

5. Which part should you check if you want to know an unknown term quickly? 

Introduction

Webster‟s dictionary gives as a primary definition of the word modern: ”pertaining to the present time, or time not long 

past.” However, when a physicist speaks of modern physics he is using the word in a somewhat different way. Modern 

physics is used to designate certain specific fields of physics. All these fields have two things in common: first, their 

development has taken place since, roughly speaking, the year 1900; and, second, the theories used to explain the 

phenomena with which these fields are concerned are startlingly different from the theories that were in existence before 

1900. The term that contrasts with modern physics is classical physics. Classical physics comprises fields in which the 

subjects studied are: Newton‟s theory of mechanics and the varied phenomena which can be explained in terms of that 

theory, Maxwell‟s theory of electromagnetic phenomena and its applications, thermodynamics, and the kinetic theory of 

gases. In modern physics the subjects studied are: the theory of relativity and associated phenomena, the quantum 

theories and quantum phenomena, and, in particular, the application of the relativity and quantum theories to the atom 

and the nucleus. Many physicists are working today in the fields of classical physics. On the other hand, the theory of 

relativity, which dates from 1905, is certainly not modern in the sense of Webster‟s definition. We see that the words 

modern and classical, as used in physics, do not have quite their normal temporal significance. In this book we shall be 

concerned with modern physics. However, as a point of departure, we shall first give a very brief description of the status 

of classical physics toward the end of the nineteenth century. 



The astronomical observations of Tycho Brahe and their interpretation by Kepler, plus the mechanical experiments of Galileo (all

of which happened within a few decades of the year 1600), were welded into an elegant yet simple theory of mechanics by 

Newton (1687). By the end of the nineteenth century this theory was very highly developed. It provided a successful 

interpretation of all mechanical phenomena known at that time and served as a basis for the kinetic theory of gases which, in

turn, removed many mysteries from the theory of thermodynamics. A great variety of facts concerning electric and magnetic 

fields and their interaction were discovered during the nineteenth century. All these phenomena were brought together within 

one framework by the beautiful theory of Maxwell (1864). This theory provided an explanation for the wave propagation of 1ight, 

which was in agreement with what was known at that time of both geometrical and physical optics. In fact, almost all the 

experimental data known at that time could be fitted into either Newton‟s theory of mechanics or the electromagnetic theory of 

Maxwell. Physicists were beginning to feel quite self-satisfied, and it appears that the majority were of the opinion that the work 

of their successors would be ‟merely to ”make measurements to the next decimal place.” The turn of the present century saw 

the shattering of this tranquil situation by a series of quite revolutionary experimental and theoretical deie1opments, such as the 

theory of relativity, which demands that we reject deeply seated intuitive ideas concerning space and time, and the quantum 

theories, which make similar demands on our intuitive ideas; about thc continuity of nature. We shall begin our study of modern 

physics with the theory of relativity, not because of chronological considerations since the relativity and early quantum theories 

were developed concurrently, but because this order of presentation will make the discussion much more convenient, A fairly 

brief treatment of relativity will be followed by a similar treatment of the early quantum theories. This will lead us to quantum 

mechanics, which we shall study in detail and then apply to a thorough discussion of the atom and the nucleus, 



Contents

Introduction

1  The theory of relativity 

1. The Galilean transformation and classical mechanics, 3. 2. The Galilean transformation and electromagnetic theory, 7. 3. The 

Michelson-Morley experiment, 9. 4. Einstein‟s postulates, 15. 5. Simultaneity, 16. 6. Kinematical effects of relativity, 19. 7. The Lorentz 

transformation, 24. 8. Transformation of velocity, 27. 9. Relativistic mechanics, 30. 10. Transformation of momentum and energy, 36. 11, 

Experimental verification of the theory, 37. Bibliography, 39. Exercises, 39. 

2  Thermal radiation and the origin of quantum theory 

1. Introduction, 41. 2. Electromagnetic radiation by accelerated charges, 42. 3. Emission and absorption of radiation by surfaces, 46, 4. 

Black body radiation, 47. 5, Wien‟s law, 49. 6. The Rayleigh-Jeans theory, 51. 7. The Boltzmann probability distribution, 57. 8. Comparison 

with experiment, 62. 9. Planck‟s theory, 63. 10. Some comments on Planck‟s postulate, 66. Bibliography, 68, Exercises, 68. 

3 Electrons and quanta 

1. Cathode rays, 70. 2. The e/m ratio of electrons, 72. 3. The charge and mass of electrons, 73. 4. Bucherer‟s experiment, 75. 5. The 

photoelectric effect, 76. 6. Classical theory of the photo- electric effect, 78. 7. Quantum theory of the photoelectric effect, 79. 8. The 

Compton effects 81. 9. The dual nature of electromagnetic radiation, 85. Bibliography, 86. Exercises, 86. 

4 The discovery of the atomic nucleus

1. Thomson‟s model of the atom, 87. 2. Alpha particles, 89. 3. The scattering of alpha particles, 91. 4. Predictions of Thom- son‟s model, 

92. 5. Comparison with experiment, 98. 6. Rutherford‟s model of the atom, 99. 7. Predictions of Rutherford‟s model, 100. 8. Experimental 

verification and determination of Z;, 106. 9. The size of the nucleus, 107. 10. A problem, 108. Bibliography, 109. Exercises, 109.

5 Bohr’s theory of atomic structure

1. Atomic spectra, 110. 2. Bohr‟s postulates, 113. 3. Bohr‟s theory of the one-electron atom, 115. 4. Correction for finite nuclear mass, 122. 

5. Atomic energy states, 124. 6. The Wilson-Sommerfeld quantization rules, 128. 7. Sommerfeld‟s relativistic theory, 131. 8. The 

correspondence principle, 135. 9. A critique of the old quantum theory, 136. Bibliography, 137. Exercises, 138. 

6 Particles and waves

1. De Broglie‟s postulate, 139. 2. Some properties of the pilot waves, 14l. 3. Experimental confirmation of de Broglie‟s postulate, 146. 4. 

Interpretation of the Bohr quantization rule, 1SI. 5. The uncertainty principle, 153. 6. Some consequences of the uncertainty principle, 159.

Bibliography, 163. Exercises, l63. 

7 Schroedinger’s theory of quantum mechanics

1. Introduction, 164. 2. The Schroedinger equation, 165. 3, Interpretation of the wave function, 170. 4. The time independent Schroedinger 

equation, 176. 5. Energy quantization in the Schroedinger theory, 178. 6. Mathematical properties of wave functions and eigenfunctions,

184. 7. The classical theory of transverse waves in a stretched string, 192. 8. Expectation values and differential operators, 201. 9. The 

classical limit of quantum mechanics, 206. Bibliography, 210. Exercises, 210. 
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70
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I n d e x

Absorption, of electromagnetic radiation, 

453-7, 505-12 

Einstein‟s coefficient for, 459 

physical picture of, 461-2 

transition rate for, 457 

of nucleons by nuclei, 577-8 

of particles, 555

by absorbing sphere, 556-7, 573

in complex potential, 557-8

in Schroedinger theory, 554-8 

Absorption spectra, 113, 121 

Absorptivity, 47 

Actinide elements, 141, 411 

Age of earth, 615 

Alkali atoms, 418-25 

energy levels of, 418-24 

fine structure in, 421-4 

quantum numbers for, 421 

selection rules for, 424-5 

spectra of, 112, 424-5 

Alkali elements, 413 

Allowed transitions, 634 

Alpha decay, 89-90, 236-9, 609-16 

barrier penetration probability, 238, 610-2 

energy,   609-10 

equilibrium decay in, 614 – 5

fine structure in, 641 

Geiger-Nuttall law for, 612-3 

lifetime, 613 

long range components in, 641 

motion of alpha particle before, 612 

nuclear radii and, 239, 612

Anomalcus Zeeman effect, 447 

Antiparticle, 517 

Antiproton, 517 

Antisymmetric eigenfunctions, 363-73 

and exchange force, 373 

and exclusion principle, 366-7 

for interacting identical particles, 36S 

Alpha decay, potential, 237, 6l I 

radioactive series and, 6I3-6, 620 – I 

rate, and magic numbers, 609 

and semi-empirical mass formu1a, 609 

with several optical electrons, 425 – 8 

Alpha particles, discovery and nature of, 

89 – 91 

emission through barrier, 236-9, 610-2 

Alpha particle scattering, 91-2

and atomic charge, 106-7

and discovery of nuclei, 99-100 

and nuclear radii, 107-8 

by Rutherford atom, 100 – 6 

by Thomson atom, 92-8 

Ampere‟s law, 339 

Angular momentum, 313 – 4 

addition of, in JJ coupling, 442 in LS

coupling, 

430 – 2 

in Paschen-Bach effect, 447 

grand tota1, 450 

operators, 314-5 

orbita1, 323; see olso Orbital angular 

momentum 

spin, 336-9, 449; see also Spin angular          

momentum 

total, 346-9, 429 – 30, 442 

total orbital, 429; see also Orbital angular 

momentum 

total spin, 428; see also Spin angular 

momentum 

Annihilation, 516 – 7

Atomic theory, of Bohr, see Bohr‟s theory 

of atoms 

of Hartree, see Hartree‟s theory of atoms 

of Schroedinger, see One-electron atom 

of Thomas and Fermi, .see Thomas-

Fermi theory    of atoms 



for non-interacting identical particles, 363-4, 367 

singlet, 370 

and spin, 369 

triplet, 370 

Associated Laguerre functions, 302, 304-5 

Associated Legendre functions, 301, 304-5 

Atomic bombs, 619 

Atomic energy states, 124-8 

Atomic form factor, 500

Atomic mass formula. 590-2 

Atomic mass unit, 582 

energy equivalent of, 584 

Atomic model, of Rutherford, see

Rutherford‟s model of atoms 

of Thomson, see Thomson‟s model of atom

Atomic number (Z), S7, 560 

Atomic radii, in Bohr theory, 116, 133 

in Hartree theory, 403 

macroscopic estimate, 78 – 9 

in Thomas-Fermi theory, 396 

Atomic reactor, 619 

Atomic spectra, absorption, 113, 121 

of alkali atom, 112, 424 – 5

emission, 113 

fine structure of, .see Fine structure of hydrogen, see One-

electron atom hyperfine splitting of, 

357 – 8, 449

of JJ coupling atom, 443 

lines of, 111 

of L5 coupling atom, 440-l 

measurement of, 110 – 1 

of one-electron atom, 111, 119, 425 

optical, 417 

series of, 112

series limit of, 112 

spark, 120 – 1 

Zeeman,447

Bessel  functions, spherical, 538 

Beta decay, 89-90, 620 -40 

coupling constant, 628, 635, 640 

Coulomb effects in, 631 

density of final states for, 628 – 30 

energy, 621-4 

energy conservation in, 624 – 5

Fermi selection rules for, 633-4 

Fermi theory of, 627-33

F- values for, 633-6

weight (A), 78, 560

Atoms, charge of, 87‟ – 8, 106-7, 488-9 

charge density of, 395-6, 400 – 1

energy levels of, .see Energy levels, of atoms 

excitation of, 119, 416-8 

mass of, 78, 585

stability of, 108 – 9, 114 – 5, 152, 187, 414, 

467 

Attenuation, exponential law for, 511-2 

of nucleons, 577-8 

of X-rays, 493-512 

Attenuation coefficient, 5l7 

Attenuation length, for nucleons, 577-8 

for X-rays, 512 

Avogadro‟s number, 78 

determination of, 481 

Axial vectors, 637 

Balmer series, 113, 120 

Barn (bn), 684 

Barrier penetration, and alpha particle 

emission, 

236 – 9, 610 – 2 

for barrier potential, 233-9 

by electromagnetic radiation, 235-6 

for step potential, 226-7 

and uncertainty principle, 239 

and particle-wave duality, 235, 239 

Barrier penetration probability, for barrier 

potentiaI,     233-4 

for nuclear potential, 610-2 

in three dimensions, 610-1 

Barrier potentials, 231-9 

alpha particle emission and, 236-9 boundary 

conditions for, 232 

classical behavior of, 231 

eigenfunctions for, 232 

energy levels for, 232 

Ramsauer effect and, 234 – 5 

transmission coefficients for, 233-4 

transmission resonances for, 234 – 5 

Bohr‟s theory of atoms, radii of orbits, 

compared to quantum mechanics, 308 

Sommerfeld‟s relativistic modification of, 131-

4, 355 – 6

Boltzmann probability distribution, 61 

applications of, 12l, 458 – 60 

derivation of, 57 – 61



Gamow-Teller selection rules for, 636 Kurie plots for, 630 

lifetime, 632-3 

matrix element, 628, 633-8 

neutrino induced reactions in, 638-40 neutrino recoil in, 638 

neutrinos and, 626 

origin of, 621 

parity non-conservation in, 636 – 8 

pseudo-scalar matrix element for, 636-8 shell model and, 634 – 5

spectra, 624 

Beta particles, 89-90, S99 

Binding energies, of electrons in atoms, 128, 373,  412-3 

of nuclei, 585-6 

constancy of, 586. 590 

and fission, 587 

and fusion, 587-8 

and saturation of nuclear forces, 675-7 

Black body radiation, 47-9 

Planck theory of, 63-.6 

Rayleigh-Jeans theory of, 51 – 7, 62 – 3 

Black body spectrum, 48-9 

and spontaneous emission, 458, 460 

Bohr magneton, 329 

Bohr‟s microscope, 157 – 8 

Bohr‟s theory of atoms, 110 – 37 

angular momentum of, compared to quantum         mechanics, 

313 

energy levels of, compared to quantum 

mechanics, 303 

and magnetic moments, 327-9 

postulates of, 114-5, 123, 128-30 postulates of, de Broglie‟s 

interpretation, 15I – 2 

predictions of, 115-24

relation to quantum probability distributions, 

388 – 90 

Boltzmann‟s constant, 6l Bombarding particle.     563 

Born approximation, 524 – 30 

applicability of, 534, 554

for Coulomb potential, 554

for Gaussian potential, 530 – 2

for nuclear direct interactions, 672-3 

for relativistic electrons, 569 

for square well potential, 532-3 

Born‟s interpretation of wove functions, 172-5, 294-5 

Bose probability distribution, 389 – 90 

Boundary conditions, for eigenfunctions, 178, 300 

of barrier potentia1. 232 

of one-electron atom, 300 – 2 

of simple harmonic oscillator potential, 

258 – 9. 261 

of step potential, F < V”, 223 – 4

E > V,,228 

of square well potential, E < V”, 24I

E > V”. 250

periodic, see Periodic boundary conditions 

for Thomas-Fermi theory, 394-5

Box normalization, 220 

applications of, 252, 270, 52S-6, 629 

Brackett series, 113, 120 

Bragg‟s law, 479 

Breit-Wigner formula, 670 

Bremsstrahlen, 489;see also X-ray continuum spectra 

Broadening of spectral lines, see Line widths 

Brueckner theory of nuclear structure, 693-4 

Bucherer‟s experiment, 37, 75 – 6



3  FINDING MAIN IDEAS

After previewing, good readers try to identify what the passage is about by finding main ideas and supporting details. The 

main idea is the subject of the paragraph, that is, what the paragraph is about. 

The main idea of a paragraph is the author‟s idea about the topic. It is always a complete sentence that includes both the 

topic and the idea that the author wishes to express about the topic. 

Example a: 

Topic: Cats 

Possible main ideas about cats: 

• Cats are usually very clean animals. 

• Cats have very expressive faces. 

• Cats are very adaptable animals.

Write three more ideas about cats: 

There are many possible main ideas for every topic. The choice of a main idea depends on what the author wants to say 

about the topic. 

Example b: 

Choose one of these topics and write a main idea sentence about it. 

• My favorite food 

• Growing older 

• Travel 

Writers may directly state their main ideas or they imply them. A directly stated main idea is one that the writers tell you 

about in a topic sentence. Turning it around, a topic sentence is a sentence that tells you what the main idea is. An 

implied main idea is just the opposite of a directly stated idea. Writers do not tell you the main idea in a topic sentence. 

They give you only the sentences with the supporting ideas. You have to figure out what the main idea is. That is, you 

have to figure out what the writers are implying (suggesting). 

Paragraphs with directly stated main ideas are much easier to understand. Since the writers tell you the main idea - the 

subject of the paragraph - all you have to do is understand what they are telling you about that main idea.

Paragraphs with implied ideas are much harder to understand because you have to do more work. You have to find the 

main idea which the writers do not tell you.

The supporting ideas are the rest of the ideas in the paragraph. They develop the main idea. That is, they tell you things 

about the main idea. 

Writers use three main placements of directly stated main ideas. These can be shown with triangles. 



The main idea first in the paragraph. Here the topic sentence (that is, the sentence carrying the main idea) opens the paragraph. The 

sentences carrying the supporting ideas come next. People sometimes draw this placement as an upright triangle: 

Main idea

Supporting  ideas

Example

Energy sources may initially be divided into two kinds: non-renewable (i.e. finite) and renewable. The former group includes coal, oil, and gas and, 

in the long run, nuclear the latter hydropower, solar power and wind power. The energy from all these sources ultimately derives from the sun. 

There is a further source - geothermal – which depends on the earth‟s own heat. In practice this may be classed as non-renewable as it is 

exploitable in only a few places and even there is limited.

The main idea last in the paragraph. In this placement, the topic sentence is at the end of the paragraph. The supporting ideas come first. This 

drawing of an upside-down triangle shows the placement. 

Example 

Most of us believed that the death of a spouse often leads to the premature death of the bereft partner. After twelve years of study involving 4,000 

widows and widowers, Johns Hopkings University researchers have perceived that it is the husbands, and not the wives, whose lives are shortened by 

the loss of their spouses. However, the study indicates that widowers who remarry enjoy greater longevity than men the same age who continue to live 

with their first wives.

The Main idea within the Paragraph. Here the writers start with some of the supporting ideas. Then, they put in the idea. Next, they give some more 

supporting ideas. This placement is shown in this drawing of two smaller triangles: 

supporting ideas

main idea

supporting ideas 

main idea 

supporting ideas



Example

Californians and New Englanders are both American. They speak the same Ianguage and abide by the same federal laws. But 

they are very different in their ways of  life. Mobility - both physical and psychological - has made a great impression on the 

culture of Californians; lack of mobility is the mark of the customs and morality of New Englanders.

The main-idea-first placement is the easiest of the three placements to understand. It tells you what to look for as you read the 

rest of the paragraph.

Implied ideas, of course, are not directly stated. instead, they are suggested by the sentences in the paragraph taken together. 

Example 

Ticks can carry two bad illnesses, Rocky Mountain spotted fever and tularemia. Tick bites on a person‟s head or backbone may 

lead to paralysis, that it, not being able to move. This paralysis clears up soon after the tick is taken out. Sores can be caused 

by leaving the head of the tick in the skin when the tick is taken of the person. 

What is the main idea implied here? It is: Tick bites can hurt people. This idea is suggested by the troubles that tick bites cause. 

There are several ways to help you find directly stated main idea. 

• Look for headings, that is, titles for the paragraphs. The writers may put all or part of the main idea in a heading. Headings are 

easy to find. They are in different type (or print) from the rest of the paragraph. They are in a different place - above the 

paragraph or before the first sentence within the paragraph

• Look at the relations among the sentences. The topic sentence is the most general statement. The other sentences are about it

more than they are about each other. 

• Use the linking devices. The topic sentence may be joined to the supporting sentences by words like for example, namely, 

because, and so on.

Finding implied main ideas takes three steps:

• Look at the sentences together. Go further than the different words. Find the idea that all the sentences share. This shared idea 

is the implied main idea. 

• Make a direct statement of your own. Directly state the implied main idea as a paragraph heading or as a topic sentence.  

• Check your statement. Test each of the writers‟ sentences against your statement to see if they support your statement. If yes, 

then you have found the implied idea. If not, then try out another direct statement. Keep trying until you get a statement that is 

supported by the writers‟ sentences 



Finding the main idea in the topic sentence 

The topic sentence often states the author‟s main idea about the topic. 

Exercise  1

Read each paragraph and underline the topic sentence. 

Modern Trends in Management

1. The ”idea box” is a useful concept in management. It was first introduced in the early 20th century by Kodak in the United 

States and Michelin in France. The managers of these companies used idea boxes to collect suggestions from employees 

about improving production. Today the idea box is not used much in the United States or Europe. However, it is used a lot 

in Japan. Japanese managers have found it to be a very valuable resource. Employees often know more than managers 

about the details of production. In the long run, their suggestions can make a real difference to the company. Employees 

who offer useful ideas may receive extra money in their paychecks. 

2. In a recent study, researchers interviewed 1,500 business managers in the United States. They asked all kinds of 

questions about the managers‟ habits and opinions regarding their work. The researchers learned that only 33% of the 

managers worked 40-45 hours. The majority of them (57%) worked from 46-60 hours a week and 6% worked over 60 

hours. Only 2% of the managers said they felt satisfied and had enough time to do everything. The rest of the managers 

felt they did not have enough time for their families or their hobbies. The study showed that American managers are 

generally not happy with their working schedules.

3. At present, some managers spend much of their working time at home, especially those who work a lot on computers. 

They can send their work to the company by fax or by direct computer connections. There are many advantages to 

working at home, including more flexible hours and better productivity. ”Home managers” also save time and money they 

would have spent on transportation. The disadvantages may be the difficulty in organizing work and the loss of direct 

contact with colleagues. In the future, many more managers will be able to work at home, thanks to modern technology 

and telecommunication. 

Finding the main idea when it is not in the topic sentence  

Sometimes the topic sentence does not completely state the author‟s idea about the topic. 

Example: 

In some industrialized countries, people are retiring  from work at an early age. 

This is especially true in Europe, where many workers retire at age 55. In 1970, about half the men aged 55 continued to work. 

Now, only about 10-30% of that age group continue to work. The reason for this trend is economic. Some European 

governments wanted people to retire early so that their jobs could go to younger people. But early retirement has created 

new economic problems. 



Governments are having trouble paying the pensions and health costs for all the additional retired people. 

Topic: Early retirement 

Underline the topic sentence. Then circle the letter in front of the best statement of  the author’s main idea. 

• Early retirement starts at age 55. 

• In some industrialized countries, more people are retiring early. 

• The trend to early retirement is creating economic problems in Europe. 

The best choice is c. Choice a is too specific. Choice b does not include an important part of the main idea – the economic 

problems which are the result of early retirement. 

Exercise  2

Read each paragraph to find the topic.

Consequences of an Aging Population

1. The average age of the population of many countries is getting older. That means that businesses in those countries 

must adjust to older customers. In fact, many companies are working to respond to the special needs of the elderly. 

One example of this is the medical industry. New medicines and technologies are being developed especially for the 

health problems of older people. Another business that offers services for the elderly is the tourist industry. Many travel 

agents offer special trips for groups of older people. And, finally, there are many different kinds of products made for 

the elderly. These include everything from shoes and shampoos to magazines and furniture. 

Topic: 

Underline the topic sentence. Then circle the letter in front of the best statement of the author’s main idea. 

a. The medical industry is developing new medicines for the elderly. 

b. New products and services are being developed by many companies. 

c. Many companies are developing products and services for the increasing elderly 

population. 

2. In industrialized countries today, many elderly people suffer from depression. The main cause of this is loneliness. In the past, older people usually lived with other members of the family. They 

usually had some responsibilities around the home. For example, older women could help take care of the children or prepare m

house. These days, married children often prefer to live on their own, sometimes far away from their parents. Thus, older people

world around them. Life has changed so much so quickly that older people sometimes feel that they do not belong any more. 

Topic:



Underline the topic sentence. Then circle the letter in front of the best statement of the author’s main idea. 

a. The elderly people in industrialized countries are often depressed because of loneliness. 

b. Older people used to live with other family members and helped take care of the children. 

c. Some elderly people may feel the world has changed too quickly for them. 

Exercise  3

Read each paragraph. Then work with another student and decide on the best main idea statement. 

Automobiles: Problems and Solutions

1. The idea of a small electric car is not new. A number of different car manufacturers already sell such cars. But now a 

French company, Renault, has designed a very special kind of electric car. By pushing a button, you can make it fold up! 

The back of the car folds into the car body. These cars were designed mainly for use in cities. They have several 

advantages over regular cars. Their small size makes them much easier to drive around busy, narrow streets. They are 

also much easier to park in city parking spaces. Like other electric cars, these autos do not pollute the air. This is an 

important consideration these days when many cities have serious pollution problems. 

a. Electric cars do not pollute the air. 

b. The new folding electric car has many advantages over regular cars. 

c. Small cars are very convenient in narrow streets.

2. Many studies have shown that it is better to wear your seat belt when you are traveling in a car. Seat belts greatly reduce 

the risk of death or injury in an accident. This fact is widely recognized and many governments have passed laws 

requiring seat belt use. However, many people still do not wear seat belts. Researchers have found several reasons for 

this. Some people feel uncomfortable with the seat belt. They are afraid of being trapped in the car in an accident. 

Others do not think that the seat belt can protect them. They believe that people have no power over their fate. Fate will 

decide whether they will have an accident and whether they will be injured or die. They think that wearing a seat belt or 

not will make no difference. 

a. In spite of the risks, some people do not wear seat belts. 

b. All new cars must now be equipped with seat belts. 

c. Some people feel uncomfortable wearing seat belts.



3. The country with the most crowded roads is Italy. In 1992, there were an average of 101.1 vehicles (cars, trucks, and buses) per kilometer of 

road in Italy. This can be compared with the vehicles-per-kilometer ratios of other European countries. The ratio varies from 35.8 in France to 

74.2 in Great Britain. In the United States, the ratio is 30.6. Part of the reason for Italy‟s higher ratio lies in its geography. Because much of 

the country is mountainous, there are fewer roads. Thus the traffic is more concentrated on those few roads. This fact has caused some 

serious problems. Many cities and highways are often blocked by terrible traffic jams. The heavy traffic has also meant a high accident rate 

for Italy. And finally, all those cars add to Italy‟s air pollution. 

a. Because of the mountains, there are fewer roads in Italy. 

b. Crowded roads create traffic jams, accidents, and air pollution. 

c. Italy‟s roads are the most crowded in the world. 

Stating the main idea 

Exercise  4

The topic is given for each paragraph. Write a main idea statement. Remember that it should be a complete sentence. It should

cover the whole paragraph and not be too specific or too general. 

Interesting Inventions

1. After several decades, jogging is still a very popular activity in the United States. Many people like to go jogging early in the morning before 

work or after work in the evening. However, in the winter months especially, it may be dark during those hours. To help these joggers, a 

sports shoe manufacturer has invented a new kind of jogging shoe. These shoes have little red lights on the back of the heels. The lights are 

very small and lightweight. They are run by tiny batteries. With these new shoes, the jogger can feel much safer running along the road in the 

dark. The lights make the jogger much more visible to the drivers of motor vehicles. This may reduce the risk of accidents. 

Topic: A new kind of jogging shoe 

Main Idea:

2. If you have too much noise in your life, an American company has a special product for you! This product is a machine that can eliminate 

sound waves from the air. Machines like this are already in use in some very noisy factories. Soon there will be models for use in large 

trucks. Yet another model, the ”personal quieting machine,” is designed for use in homes or offices. It will be able to eliminate all kinds of 

unpleasant background noises, including street and airplane traffic. A quieter environment in the home could mean reduced stress and 

improved mental and physical health. A quieter office could allow greater productivity and job satisfaction. 

Topic: Quieting machines 

Main Idea: 

3. Have you ever noticed how much of the potato is wasted when you peel it? When you are peeling just a few potatoes for your dinner, this 

does not matter, of course. But just imagine what happens when potatoes are peeled in factories. Industrial potato peelers, in fact, waste an 

average of 15% of the potato. In the largest factories, billions of pounds of potatoes are processed every year. This means a loss of millions 

of dollars annually. Now, new technology may bring an end to that loss. A special kind of laser potato peeler has been developed to eliminate 

almost all of the waste. However, this new peeler is not for everyone. Only the largest manufacturers will be able to afford to buy the new 

machine. Each one costs over a million dollars! 

Topic: A new laser potato peeler 

Main Idea: 



Exercise   5

Read each paragraph. Then write the topic and a main idea statement. Remember: it must be a complete 

sentence! 

Panda Bears in China

1. The giant panda bear is a favorite of children and animal-lovers throughout the world. For many people, it also is 

symbolic of the sad situation for many other kinds of animals. Though so well known and loved, the panda is slowly 

dying out. At present, there are only about 1,230 wild pandas left in the world. They all live in China, in the forests of 

the Sichuan and Shaanxi provinces. Pandas used to be common in other areas. However, as the human population 

increased and the forests shrank, panda territory gradually disappeared. And so did the pandas. Now the Chinese 

government has created a number of ”Panda reserves” to protect the pandas. Within these reserves, human 

settlement and tree cutting will be limited. 

Topic: 

Main Idea:

2. A newborn panda is a tiny, helpless little creature. It looks like a little pink pig, and its eyes remain closed for three to 

four weeks. Pandas develop fairly slowly, compared to most animals. The babies are completely dependent on their 

mothers for a long time. In fact, they don‟t even begin to walk until they are about five months old. The only food 

they eat for at least a year is their mother‟s milk. That doesn‟t stop them from growing, however. Pandas may weigh 

over 55 pounds by the time they are a year old. Around that time, the young panda begins to eat bamboo, like its 

mother. This may not seem like a fattening food, but young panda bears gain weight quickly on this diet. By the time 

it is a year and a half old, a panda bear may weigh over 100 pounds. 

Topic: 

Main Idea: 

3. Chinese scientists recently had a chance to study a wild female panda bear with a newborn baby. She was a very 

loving mother. For 25 days, she never left her baby, not even to find something to eat! She would not let any other 

panda bears come near. She licked the baby constantly to keep it clean. Any smell might attract natural enemies 

that would try to eat the little panda. The mother held her baby in her front paws much the way a human does. When 

it cried, she rocked it back and forth and gave it little comforting pats. The mother continued to care for the young 

bear for over two years. By that time, the panda no longer needed its mother for food. However, it stayed with her 

and learned about the ways of the forest. Then, after two and a half years, the mother chased the young bear away. 

It was time for her to have a new baby, and it was time for the young panda to be independent. 

Topic: 

Main Idea: 



Exercise  6

Read each paragraph. Then write the topic and a statement. Remember: it must be a complete sentence!

Surprising Sources of  Disease

1. People who work in large office buildings get sick more often than normal. They may have headaches, 

stomachaches, or sore, red skin. The reason for this lies in the buildings themselves. These large buildings usually 

have windows that cannot be opened. The same air stays in the building for a long time and becomes unhealthy. It 

may be full of chemicals that come from the furniture, the rugs, or the photocopy machines. Or it may be full of 

cigarette smoke. This unhealthy air causes ”sick building syndrome,” as doctors call this problem. In order to cure 

the people with this syndrome, it is necessary to treat the building. The answer is simple: more fresh air. 

Topic: 

Main Idea: 

2. Did you know that you could get sick from a pet reptile? In the 1960s, little turtles were very popular as pets in the 

United States. Then doctors discovered that these turtles sometimes were sick with an infection called salmonella. 

People who touched the turtles could catch this infection and become seriously ill. In 1975, the U.S. government 

banned these turtles as pets. Now doctors think that people, especially small children, can get the same infection 

from another kind of pet: the iguana. The iguana is a reptile like a turtle and has recently become a favorite pet in 

many American homes. The government may have to ban these animals, too. For now, doctors say that people 

should wash their hands very carefully after touching an iguana. 

Topic: 

Main Idea: 

3. Do you like your meat nicely browned, or even a little black on the outside? If you do, you should perhaps change 

your tastes. Scientists have found that meat cooked this way can cause cancer. One hamburger or one steak will 

not give you cancer, of course. But you should probably not eat browned meat every day. This is especially true for 

children. Children who grow up on a regular diet of browned hamburgers have a much higher risk of cancer. This 

risk can be prevented by cooking meat in another way. Adding soybeans to the hamburger meat also removes the 

factors that cause cancer. 

Topic: 

Main Idea: 



Exercise  7

Read each paragraph. Then write the topic and a main Idea statement. Remember: it must be a complete 

sentence!

People’s Ideas About World Geography

1. What happens when you ask someone to draw a map of the world? The results can be very interesting. Few people, 

in fact, have a very accurate idea of what the world looks like. You might expect some mistakes in the positions of the 

countries. After all, this is a task that requires a certain skill with a pencil and a good memory. But many people do not 

even know the relative size of the continents. They tend to enlarge them or make them smaller, according to their 

point of view. For this reason, the home continent is often drawn too large. A Brazilian, for example, tends to enlarge 

the continent of South America, while a Vietnamese enlarges Asia. 

Topic: 

Main Idea: 

2. Another common error is the tendency to make Europe too large and Africa too small. People from all parts of the world 

tend to draw the world this way, including the Africans! There are several factors that may be involved here. One 

factor may be the influence of old maps made with the ”Mercator projection.” This technique for drawing maps makes 

areas nearer the North Pole, including Europe, seem extra large. Other areas in the middle, such as Africa, seem 

smaller than reality. However, the Mercator maps also enlarge Greenland and Canada, and people usually do not 

make mistakes about their size. Thus, a better explanation must lie in people‟s ideas about the relative importance of 

the continents. The size of Europe tends to be exaggerated because of its importance in people‟s minds. Similarly, 

Africa becomes smaller because people feel it is unimportant. 

Topic: 

Main Idea: 

3. Ignorance about the African continent has led to some enormous errors in map making. One of the errors now seems 

quite incredible. In the late 18th century, a European explorer reported seeing mountains in southern Mali. From that 

report, a map maker drew in a long line of mountains. These ”Kong Mountains,” as he called them, appeared on 

almost all maps of Africa in the 19th century. They seemed to be an important feature of the continental geography. 

European politicians and traders made decisions based on their belief in the existence of these mountains. Finally, in 

the late 1880s, a French explorer proved that there were no mountains in that part of Africa. Only then did the ”Kong 

Mountains” disappear from maps of Africa. 

Topic: 

Main Idea: 



Exercise   8 

Read each paragraph. Then write the topic and a main idea statement. Remember: it must be a complete sentence!

The Exxon Valdez Oil Spill

1. On March 24, 1989, an enormous ship called the Exxon Valdez was traveling along the coast of Alaska. It was carrying 

about 50 million gallons of petroleum from the Alaskan oil fields. In Prince William Sound, the captain ran the ship 

aground. Some of the ship‟s tanks broke open and about 10.8 million gallons of petroleum poured out into the sound. It 

took three years and over 10,000 workers to clean up the oil. In the court case about the accident, the judges decided that 

the Exxon Company was responsible. The company had to pay $900 million for damages. Even that large sum  was not 

enough to pay for all the workers, equipment, and research that was necessary. The total cost of the clean-up effort was 

about $2.5 billion. 

Topic: 

Main Idea: 

2. A tourist passing through Prince William Sound today probably would see no sign of the 1989 oil spill. The coast is once 

more a spectacular, wild place with clean water and beaches. However, to a more experienced eye, the scenery is not 

quite the same as before. For one thing, the beaches are too clean. The workers used hot water to clean oil off the rocks 

and sand. But in the process they also killed many kinds of marine plants. Rockweed, for example, is a brown plant that 

grows on rocks and in shallow water. Before the clean-up, it was very common along that coast, but afterwards it almost 

completely disappeared. Another difference is the decrease in the bird population. Over a half million birds died as a direct

result of the oil spill. Certain kinds of ducks and ocean birds were especially unfortunate. Researchers guess that their 

populations declined by up to 70-80%. 

Topic: 

Main Idea: 

3. As scientists study the effects of the Valdez oil spill, they are discovering new problems. The oil not only caused the 

immediate deaths of many animals. It also had longer term effects on many other animals. The harbor seal (a marine 

mammal) is one example. At first, scientists hoped that the seals would stay away from the areas where there was oil. But 

instead, the seals swam right through the oil and came out on oily beaches. Scientists noted that these seals seemed 

sick, and in fact many disappeared. At an earlier counting in 1975, there were about 13,000 harbor seals in Prince William 

Sound. After the spill, there were only about 2,500. Research on the bodies of dead seals showed that they suffered some 

brain damage. This may have caused the seals to become confused and drown. The oil also seems to have affected the 

ability of female seals to have healthy babies. In the year after the oil spill, there were many more deaths than usual 

among baby seals. 

Topic: 

Main Idea: 



4 PREDICTING

Reading is an active process of predicting what is likely to come next. You can predict (tell what will happen) successfully 
if you have good knowledge of the English Language and culture and familiarity with the subject matter which you are 
reading about. You can be a better reader if you predict while you are reading.

Bellow there are several exercises to help you to predict while reading.

Exercise  1

Match the headline with the type of newspaper article. The first one has been done for you.

Headline Type

1. MAN KILLED IN TRAIN CRASH a. Sports News ……......

2. GOVERNMENT HUMILIATED NPARLIAMENT b. Medical News …....….

3. 2 goals for Rush as Liverpool demolishArsenal c. Crime News …….…..

4. The Poet‟s Voice d. Home News …………..

5. Bush and Gorbachev to meet in Geneva e. Political News .............

6. Computer thief imprisoned for 5 years f. Arts News ……………..

7. CANCER CURE “VERY CLOSE” SAYS LONDON DOCTOR g. Foreign News ………… 



Exercise  2

Match the headline on the left with the description on the right.

1

2

3

4

5

6

US President in “good condition”

after operation

Spielberg changes direction: not only

Film for children

SWEDISH PLAYER DOMINATE

US OPEN SEMI-FINALS

2 die in bank robbery in 

city of London

A COMPUTER IN EVERY
SCHOOL BY  1999

5 MORE PEOPLE 

ARRESTED IN MADRID

WINE SCANDAL

a   An article about tennis

b   An article about a crime in  London

c   An article about the government‟s 

plans to give money to schools to 

buy computers.

d   An article about people putting oil 

into  Spanish wine

e  An article about the cinema

f   An article about the health of the 

President of the USA.



Exercise  3

Look at these titles of newspaper articles. What do you think the article will be about? Choose a or b:

1. Presidential

visit to China

a  The President is 

going to visit China

b. The Chinese 

President is visiting 

this country

3 The Rise of a Superstar

a   How a film actor became 

famous

b   An article about astronomy

2. THE SEARCH FOR A CURE 

a   The story of an operation 

b   An article about research 

into cancer 

4 LA to TOKYO

IN 2 HOURS

a   A visit from some 

people

from Los Angeles to 

Tokyo

b   A  new  plane

5. The Voice

of an Angel 

a  An article about 

religious faith

b  An article about

a singer

1. GIVING TVS BRAINS

OF THEIR OWN

a    New TVs with computers 

in them 

b   Making  TV  programmes

which are more intelligent

7 The Comeback of  the Camel

a  Camels are being used 

successfully again

b  A story about a camel‟s return 

home

8. Life with the Lions

a    The story of a family

Who lived in Manchester

b   The biography of a woman

who lived in Africa

9  CIGARETTE WARS

a   A war between two

countries about tobaco

b   The battle between

tobacco companies to

sell more cigarettes



TRAIN AND FIRE

ENGINE IN

DEATH CRASH
Second   accident  in   a

Week on level crossing

HOME AT  LAST !
Brave little Tim says 

goodbye to the nurses after 

twelve weeks

WAITER!
Among the young 

people of London, 

eating out is now a  

very fashionable pas-

time – right up there 

with dressing well or 

driving the right car. 

John Sargent reports.

STORIES     FROM

THE  OUTBACK
Opening in London this week 

is a new Australian film. 

Snakes and Ladders, an epic 

story of life and love down 

under. But the author of the 

original book, Judy Nelson, 

has  had a more  incredible 

life than any film. Fran 

Thomas met her in Sydney.

SPEAKING

FRANCKLY
French            film-

maker  Franck  Yvart   

has   been working in 

Hollywood for ten years. 

His  latest   film Dreams

has     caused  

controversy on both 

sides of the Atlantic. 

KATIA LORD found the 

director very  willing to 

talk about it …

SUMMIT

TALKS
Earlier this year, a joint 

US-USSR party of 

mountaineers tried to 

climb Annapurna, one of 

the world‟s most 

fearsome peaks. But 

politics was the least  of   

their    problems. 

Report by  Don Smith, 

who accompanied the 

party.

SLOGGING IN

THE SUN
Are you reading this on the 

beach at Brighton, or in a 

hotel in Hastings? If so, have 

you ever thought of 

spending your summer 

working in a holiday resort? 

You won‟t earn much 

money, but you‟ll have lots 

of fun! Lisa Leigh met some 

seasonal sloggers down on 

the coast.

Exercise  4

Here are the titles and introductions to some articles from newspapers and magazine. Read the texts and think about the 

content of the articles. Then look at the exercise bellow:

6

7

5

1 2

3

4



Exercise  5

Look at the these questions. In which of the articles in exercise 4 do you think the reporter asked these question? Write the number 

of the article in the box after each question. There are two answers to some of them.

a. hen did you first start writing?

b. What are the main problems with this particular mountain?

c. What made you come to Brighton for the summer?

d. How old is he now?

e. How often do you eat out each week?

f. When did the accident happen?

g. How long did your boy have to stay in hospital?

h. Do you prefer using English or your own language in your work?

i. Do you ever eat fish and chips yourself?

j. How fast was the train going?

k. How long did it take you to write the book?

l. What’s the most fashionable restaurant in London?



Exercise  5

You are going to read a short article with the title:

A DAY IN THE LIFE OF A TENNIS STAR

Fulvia Krashinova, born in Russia, but now an 

Australian citizen, describes her typical day.

Before you read the article, write down seven things that you expect Fulvia to talk about. 

Number 1 is done:

1.getting up________________________________________________________________

2.________________________________________________________________________

3.________________________________________________________________________

4.________________________________________________________________________

5.________________________________________________________________________

6.________________________________________________________________________

7.________________________________________________________________________

Exercise  6

Read these sentences and try to say what the next word is going to be : verb, noun, preposition, ect. Sometimes 

two or  three different answers are possible. Discuss with your partner and teacher.

1. At that moment, I could not ……… 

2. There was nothing to see from the ……..

3. When she came back, five ……….

4. “I‟ m not going to ………..

5. At a quarter to six, I said  goodbye to Mary and George and walked……

6. She was dark and  ……….

7. The weather was very beautiful that autumn when we first began …….

8. Would you like an …….?

Of course, English is a very flexible language, and there are always a large number of possibilities for the next word. 

Often it is more useful to try  and predict not the next  word, but the next few words or the next phrase.



Exercise  7

Finish these phrases or sentences in any way that seems appropriate to you.

Then discuss with your teacher.

1. The robber  is  described  as  being  in his  late 20s,  1 metre 74  cm tall,  with  black  hair,  and wearing ………..

2. In bed, I lay listening to …………

3. When Alison Cuthbertson moved from London to the outskirts of Nottingham, she couldn‟t find a job ………..

4. As soon as she left the hospital, she went into town and bought herself …………

5. A  65-year-old  teacher  and  his  wife  were  recovering  today  after  spending  most  of  New Year‟s Day ………

6. My grandfather strongly believed that the last World War made everybody ……..

7. Just before the start of tour, he bought a new house on a hill in a ……..

8. Child psychologists have described the presence of animals in the home as …………



5  GUESSING WORD MEANING

As you read  English textbook for college courses, you may find many words that are unfamiliar to you. Don‟t be discouraged ! Keep on reading by 

guessing words that you don‟t know. Don‟t expect you will know all words in your texts. By guessing word  meanings you will be able to figure out the 

meanings of words without consulting a dictionary. 

Guessing word meanings is one of the skills in reading that is considered to be important, because by knowing many words in your texts it will help you 

read faster and understand better. 

This skill can be obtained by learning:

(A)how most English words are formed (word formation), (prefix-Root-suffix)

(B)how words are used in sentences (by their context) 

(A). Using Affixes (Prefix+Stem+Suffix) to guess vocabulary : 

Many English words are made up of a combination of word elements. A stem or root is a word element; often taken from Latin or Greek, that serves as a 

base to which other element are added to modify the root itself. A prefix is another word element placed at the beginning of a root, and a suffix is attached 

to the end of a root or word. Both prefixes and suffixes change the meaning of the root and form a new word. For example: The root word ”act” renews ”to 

do” . See how it changes in form, meaning and function when different prefixes and suffixes are added. 

”Act "                  Action, actor, actress, acting, active, actively, acted, activate, react, deactivate, reactivate, reaction,  reactor,  activity etc. 

Let us have other examples: 

The prefix "bi" (meaning two or twice) in words like: bilateral, binary, biannual, bicycle etc.

The prefix “post” (meaning after) in words like: postgraduate, postdate, postwar, posthumous etc.

The suffix –er/or (meaning a person or thing that does a certain action) in words like: teacher, miner, cutter, actor, operator etc.

The siffix –ize (meaning to be or make like) in words like: economize, modernize, specialize, standardize, categorize etc.

Exercise  1

Word parts:  forming new words

Write the new words for the following short definitions.

1. A person who lectures at a university is a …………..

2. In a rapid manner is …………………..

3. Write again is ……………………….

4. The verb to be is not regular. It is ………………..

5. A person who operate a computer is a computer ………….

6. Something that is not usual is ………………

7. A servant that is not honest is a ……………. servant.

8. To make something simple is to ……………

9. To reduce population is to …………..

10. A flight that is not commercial is a ………….flight.

11. Composed of many colours is …………….

12. Giving political independence to a former colony is ………………



Here are some common Latin and Greek prefixes. Study them and look up the meanings of the words you do not 

know in the Example column.

Prefix

ab, a 

ad, ac, ag, at

ante 

anti 

bene 

circum 

com, con, col 

contra 

de 

dis, di 

ex, e 

extra 

hyper 

in, im, il, ir, un

inter 

intra, intro, in

mal 

per 

peri 

post 

pre 

pro 

re 

semi 

sub 

super 

trans

Meaning

away from 

to

before 

against 

well 

around 

together

against 

from, down 

apart 

out 

beyond 

excessively 

not

between 

within

bad 

through 

around 

after 

before 

forward, for 

again 

half 

under 

above 

across

Example

abduct, amoral 

advent, accrue, 

aggressive, attracts 

antedated 

antipathy 

benefit 

circumnavigate 

compliant, conducive, 

collate 

contrary 

delete, descend 

disperse, dilate 

exit, elicit 

extracurricular 

hypertension, hyperactive 

intrepid, impossible, 

illicit, irreparable, 

unlikely 

interrupt 

intramural, introduction, 

inside 

malediction 

permeate 

perimeter 

postoperative 

precedence, predecessor 

propose, 

proponents 

review 

semicolon 

submarine 

supervisor 

transport



Exercise  2

Use the words in the Example column to complete these sentences. 

1. The men had to ---------------------- their canoe through the woods to the river‟s edge.  

carry across

2. That sentence requires a(n) -----------------------

half colon

3. His ------------------------------- condition was excellent. 

after the operation 

4. The law requires that there be a(n) ----------------------- from the second floor apartment. 

way out

5. Magellan ---------------------- the world. 

sailed around 

6. Our new president is much more popular than his ---------------------------

one who came before 

7. After the protest march, the crowd -------------------------

split apart 

8. In the evolution of animals, plants --------------------------- insects.

come before 

9. We never agree; his opinions are always ---------------------- to mine. 

against 

10. There seems to be a natural ------------------------ between cats and dogs. 

feeling against 

11. Workmen at the refinery find that the smell of oil ---------------------- their clothing

goes through. 

12. Students engage in many----------------------------- activities. 

beyond the curriculum 

13. The unceasing ring of the telephone ------------------------- my work. 

came between 

14. It is -------------------------- for him to see you today. 

not possible 

15. Living in a(n) ---------------------------- is most confining.

underwater vehicle 



16. He got a job as a(n) ------------------------- in a dress manufacturing company. 

person above 

17. The chairman of the board takes ------------------------------ over the other board members.

right to come before 

18. The ---------------------- of conservation protested against strip-mining. 

people for 

19. Cutting your salt consumption will ------------------------ your health. 

do well for 

20. The professor has to --------------------- his test papers. 

put together 

21. Let‟s --------------------------- our algebra for the exam tomorrow. 

go over again 

22. The terrorists planned to ---------------------- the American general. 

take away

23. Some students give more of their time to ------------------------ sports than to their assignments.

within the school 

24. What is the -------------------------- of this triangle? 

distance around 

25. A magnet ------------------------ iron and its alloys. 

draws to itself 



Study these suffixes. Be sure that you understand what each of the words in the Example column means before you do the exercise.

Suffix

able, ible 

al 

ance

ary 

ation 

cy 

ence 

er 

fy 

ic 

ious 

ist 

ity 

ize

less 

ment

Meaning

capable of being

relating to 

relating to 

relating to 

action 

quality 

relating to 

one who 

make 

pertaining to 

full of 

person who practices condition

to make like 

without 

result state

Example

expendable, 

comprehendible 

traditional 

alliance 

aviary 

provocation 

potency 

complacence 

worker 

beautify 

atmospheric 

gracious 

psychiatrist 

complexity 

stabilize 

penniless 

contentment 

Exercise  3

From the Example column above, choose a word that best fits the following definitions. 

1. A person with no money is _____________________

2. Something that is potent has _____________________

3. The state of being content is called ___________________

4. Something capable of being comprehended is ________________

5. A person full of grace is __________________

6. A celebration that has become a tradition is considered ______________

7. Two countries that are allied form a(n) _________________

8. The area where birds (avi) are kept is called a(n) ________________

9. Something capable of being expended is considered __________________

10. When weather forecasters talk about the pressure of the atmosphere, they refer to ____________ pressure. 

11. A person who practices psychiatry is a(n) _________________ 

12. Someone who works is a(n) _________________

13. If something is described as complex, we can say it has __________________ 

14. When someone provokes you, we can say he or she has given you __________________

15. When you make something stable, you  __________________ it.

16. A complacent person is noted for his or her __________________

17. To make a house beautiful is to  ____________________ it.



Study these suffixes. Be sure that you understand what each of the words in the Example column means before you do the exercise.

Prefixes As Numbers

Some prefixes represent numeric values. The following chart of numbered prefixes will help you learn  and remember various combinations 

of words that relate to numbers. 

Number Prefix Word Examples

half semi- semirespectable – half respectable 

semiweekly – twice a week

one uni-, mono- unify – cause to be one 

univalve – consisting of one valve 

monocle – eyeglass for one eye 

monologue – speech by one person

two bi-, di-,

dua-, duo-

bifold – twofold, double 

bigamist – a person with two spouses at the 

same time 

dual – two parts 

disect – cut in half

three tri- triangle – having three angles 

triplex – three apartments, three parts

four quad-, quart-,

quat-

quadruplicate – repeated four times 

quarterly – published four times a year 

quatrain – verse of four lines

five quint-, penta- quintet – group of five 

quintuple – fivefold 

pentameter – a line of five metrical lines 

pentacle – a five-pointed star

six sex-, hexa- sextuplet – a combination of six of a kind 

sextant – sixth part of a circle 

hexagonal – having six sides

seven sept- septennial – a period of seven years septet – a group of seven 

people or objects

eight octa-, octo- octave – consisting of eight units 

octogenarian – person between 80 and 90 years old

ten dec- decade – ten years 

decimal -numbered by ten

hundred cent- centennial – 100th anniversary 

century – hundred years

thousand mill millenium, millepede

per mill



BUILDING YOUR VOCABULARY Root
belli 

biblio

bio 

cosm 

cycl 

die 

diet 

due 

duct 

fac 

fact 

fect 

form 

fort 

geo 

gram 

graph 

homo 

log 

logy 

man 

manu 

mater 

matri 

medi 

miss 

mit 

multi 

nom 

nym 

pater 

pathy 

patri 

ped 

port 

scend 

scrib 

script 

secut 

sent 

sequ 

tact 

tempor 

tract

vene

vent 

vers

vert 

voc 

vok 

volu 

volve

Meaning
war 

book 

life 

order 

circle 

two 

word 

carry, lead 

carry, lead 

do, make 

do, make 

do, make 

shape 

strong 

earth 

write 

write 

same 

speech, study of 

speech, study of 

hand 

hand 

mother, home 

mother, home 

middle 

send 

send 

many 

name 

name 

father 

feeling, suffering 

father 

foot 

carry 

climb 

write  

written language 

follow 

feel 

follow 

touch 

time 

pull, draw out 

assemble, meet 

come, go 

turn 

turn 

voice, call 

voice, call 

turn, roll 

turn, roll 

Example
rebellion 

bibliography 

biology 

microcosm 

cyclone 

dichotomy 

dictate 

conducive 

conduct 

facsimile 

manufacture 

perfect 

uniform 

fortify 

geography 

telegram

autograph 

homophone 

dialog 

analogy 

manage 

manual 

maternity 

matriarch 

mediocre 

dismiss 

submit

multiply 

nominate 

synonym 

paternal 

sympathy

patriarch 

pedal

transport 

ascend 

scribble 

postscript 

consecutive 

consent 

subsequently

contact 

contemporary 

attractive 

convene

advent 

reverse 

convert 

vocal 

revoke 

convoluted 

involve



SUPPLEMENTARY EXERCISES

(PREFIXES & SUFFIXES)

Exercise 4 

Explain the underlined words by completing the second sentence below :

1. Outer space is illimitable. . There is. ..…......…to outer space 

2. The swimmers were seminude. The swimmers were ………………..

3. The Greens are antialcoholists. They ...……….... the use of …………….. 

4. Our differences are irreconcilable. We can ..………..... our differences.

5. His ideas/decisions are unalterable. He will ……………..his ideas/decisions.

6. He dotes on immeasurability of her love. He can  …………………… her love.

7. Her handwriting is illegible. We can ……………. Her handwriting.

8. The patient is semiconscious. The patient is ………………………

9. He requires  rehospitalization. He must go to the ………………….

10. Bob‟s argument is irrefutable. You can ………………….. Bob‟s argument.

11. We took an intercontinental flight. We decide to take a flight …………………..s.

12. The story is pseudobiographical. It is ……………………

13. Tom‟s hair loss is irremediable. There is ………………. for Tom‟s hair loss.

14. They found the desert heat unendurable. They could ……………. The heat of the desert.

15. Their illiteracy is unfortunate. It is unfortunate that they are ……………..

16. She sued a doctor for malpractice. She sued for the …………… of medicine.

17. Some thoughts are unutterable. Some thoughts ……………….

18. Let‟s repopularize the miniskirt! Let‟s make the miniskirt …………………!

19. The earth is spheroid. It is in the shape of a ……………..

20. Drive only in a state of sobriety. Drive only when you are …………………



SUPLEMENTARY EXERCISES

Exercise  5

Select from the list provided the word that will complete each of these sentences:

(A). The list : antebellum, biped, extracurricular, deciduous, posthumously, intramural, counterpart, superstructure, ultraviolet, per diem.

1. Every normal bird is a …………………………

2. The park was thick with poplars, elms, and other …………. trees.

3. College would be dull without ………… activities.

4. The best-known poet born in the …………. South was edger Allan Poe.

5. The umpire in baseball is the ……….. . of the referee in football.

6. A number of American soldiers have been awarded the medal of Honor ………….

7. The college decided to expand its program of ……….. sports.

8. When travelling, he received, in addition to his salary, a …………… allowance.

9. Scientists have learned to kill germs with ………… light.

10. After they had laid the foundation, the builders began to work on the …………

(B). The list:  duplex, decimal, octogenarian, quintuplets, centipedes, aquaduct, malefactors, credence,  patrimony, bipartisan.

1. In writing the check, he put the ………….. point in the wrong place.

2. Her father lived to be an ……………

3. The shack was overrun with scorpions and ………………

4. The Dionne family produced the most famous …………. In the world.

5. Only one house among those for sale was a ………….

6. She was so unreliable that people gave little ………… to what she said.

7. Roman engineers constructed many an impressive ………….

8. Franklin D. Roosevelt denounced …………. of great wealth.

9. The beneficiary of a large …………, decided to see the world.

10. American foreign policy often receives …………. support.

(C).  EXPLAIN IN YOUR WORDS THE FOLLOWING ITEMS:

1. monochrome;

2. pentagon;

3. decade;

4. pentathlon;

5. hemisphere;

6. centennial;

7. binary;

8. multi-lingual;

9. soliloquy

10. bicentennial;

11. monocle;

12. megabucks;

13. pseudonym

14. decolonization; 

15. malnutrition;

16. prototype;

17. supersonic;

18. supernatural; 

19. atheist;

20. postgraduate;

21. fungicides;

22. subway;

23. mislead;

24. peripheral;

25. omnipotent;

26. automobile;

27. abuse;

28. quarterly

29. hypertension;

30. cosmopolitan.



(B). Using context to guess word meanings

You sometimes learn to guess a word you don‟t know by looking at how it is used in a sentence, that is, by looking at its context.

Understanding words through context will be helpful in reading process.

There are some common ways in guessing difficult words by context:

1. Using a short definition with a verb “to be”.

E.g. A catlass is a short curved sword.

2. Using Appositives

E.g. Mercury, the silver-coloured metal used in thermometers, is usually in a liquid form.

3. Using Clauses

E.g. Airships, which are cigar-shaped, steerable balloons, have many uses, such as   filming, advertising and entertainment.

4. Using Punctuations

E.g. In laser printing, the greater the number of dpi (dots per inch), the higher the quality of the image produced.

5. Using Contrasts

E.g. The bite of a garter snake, unlike that of the deadly cobra, is benign.

6. Using synonyms (usually expressed in a word “or”)

E.g. The husky, or sled dog, of the North is a hardly breed.

7. Using Examples

E.g. Percussion instruments, such as drums, cymbals and tambourines, were the preferred instruments in the study.

Exercise   6

Read the following sentences, especially the underlined words and then guess their meanings by context.

1. Vespers, or evening worship, can be heard at St.Mattew‟s Cathedral.

2. A path to the chieftain‟s headquarters winds through ancient petroglyphs – inscription in stone.

3. Studying supernovas, the catastrophic explosions of dying stars, may give answers to questions of modern cosmology.

4. A porcupine is a large climbing rodent that is covered with sharp spines for defense.

5. The coelacanth, a large-bodied hollow-spined fish, was thought to be extinct until recently.

6. If you are ectomorphic (the slender type), you are likely to be good in such sports as track, tennis, and basketball.

7. The kiva, where Pueblo Indians hold their secret ceremonies, is entered by an opening in the roof.

8. Recent tests show that silver sulfadiazine, which is a compound used in the treatment of burns, can cure the most serious types of American sleeping sickness.

9. The bluebonnet, the Texas state flower, thrives in dry, poor soil but dies in overly wet conditions.

10. Pacemakers, small electrical devices that stimulate the heart muscle, have saved many lives.

11. Camping paraphernalia such as tents, sleeping bags, cooking equipment can range from very simple to quite complex.

12. Unlike her gregarious sister, Jane is a shy, unsociable person who does not like to go to parties.



Exercise  7

Read the following sentences, and guess their meanings by context.

1. We understood his mother‟s frown to be adverse or unfavorable criticism.

2. Commencement is a celebration of the beginning of life after schooling, not the end of life in school.

3. It is futile (useless or ineffective) to try to learn information by reading it over an over.

4. Tony owns a replica of the Venus de Milo –a copy of the famous armless statue housed in a museum in Paris.

5. Some people are gullible –easily cheated or tricked because they believe everything that others say.

6. He is oblivious of what others think; he is totally unaware that his stupid jokes are annoying.

7. Your peers are your equals –your classmates, for instance.

8. France is a sovereign nation; it is an independent and self-governing country.

9. The library is the most prominent edifice on campus; it towers above all the other building.

10. “Give and you shall receive” is a statement that seems contradictory but is true –it is a paradox.

11. Flour, salt and sugar are staples, or important items, in the American diet.

12. Erika does many things well; she is an extremely versatile young woman.

13. Our thoughts are covert; they are concealed, or hidden, from others until we share them.

14. If I say, “ please call me Jim,” it is explicit (or clearly stated) that I want you to call me Jim.

15. However, if I introduce myself to you as Jim, it is implicit –suggested, though not directly stated that I want you to call me 

Jim.

16. The mayor was severely criticized for showing favoritism to his relatives by hiring them for highly paid jobs and for engaging 

in other types of nepotism.

17. It is pretentious, or showy, to wear a mink coat to a college class.

18. Most office jobs are sedentary –they require workers to sit much of the time.

19. Those who want careers as motion-picture actors must be tenacious-persistent and stubbornly determined to succeed.

20. She improved her writing by eliminating verbiage (wordiness) from it.



6 REFERENCE AND VOCABULARY QUESTIONS

5

10

15

20

Although ”lie detectors” are being used by governments, police departments, 

and businesses that all want guaranteed ways of detecting the truth, the results 

are not always accurate. Lie detectors are properly called emotion detectors, for 

their aim is to measure bodily changes that contradict what a person says. The 

polygraph machine records changes in heart rate, breathing, blood pressure, and 

the electrical activity of the skin (galvanic skin response, or GSR). In the first part 

of the polygraph test, you are electronically connected to the machine and asked a 

few neutral questions (”What is your name?” ”Where do you live‟?”). Your physical 

reactions serve as the standard (baseline) for evaluating what comes next. Then  

you are asked a few critical questions among the neutral ones (”When did you rob 

the bank‟?”). The assumption is that if you are guilty, your body will reveal the 

truth, even if you try to deny it. Your heart rate, respiration, and GSR will change 

abruptly as you respond to the incriminating questions. 

That is the theory; but psychologists have found that lie detectors are simply 

not reliable. Since most physical changes are the same across all emotions, 

machines cannot tell whether you are feeling guilty, angry, nervous, thrilled, or 

revved up from an exciting day. Innocent people may be tense and nervous about 

the whole procedure. They may react physiologically to a certain word (”bank”) not 

because they robbed it, but because they recently bounced a check. In either case 

the machine will record a ”lie.” The reverse mistake is also common. Some 

practiced liars can lie without flinching, and others learn to beat the machine by 

tensing muscles or thinking about an exciting experience during neutral questions.

Reference Questions 

Instead of repeating words or phrases, the second time we use them we refer to them by 

reference words. Reference words are in many cases pronouns such as ”it,” ”them,” ”they,” or 

”this.” 

Sample Reading Passage 



Answer 

The best answer is (C); in the context of the passage, ”ones” replaces the word ”questions.” 

Question 2

The word ”it” in line 12 refers to 

the question 

the assumption 

the truth 

your body

Answer

The best answer is (C); in the passage, ”it” substitutes for ”the truth.”

Vocabulary Questions 

Vocabulary questions ask about a word in the passage. To answer these in-context questions, look for clues in the passage to 

find or guess the meaning of the word. Many times the meaning of a word is given in the sentences around the word in the form

of synonyms or paraphrases. In some cases where there is an unusual word, a definition of the word is given close by. 

Sometimes clues are not given but are implied, and you can guess the meaning after you have read the whole passage. 

Question 1

Which of the following words could best be substituted for the word ”critical” in line 10 of the reading pasage

Considerable 

Sarcastic 

Important 

Disapproving

Answer

The best answer is (C); all four choices are synonyms for ”critical,” but in the context of the passage only the word ”important” 

can be logically used. 



Question 2

In line of the reading pasage 11, the word ”assumption” could be best replaced with 

statement 

belief 

faith  

imagining

Answer

The best answer is (B); answer (A) is not correct because if it were a statement we do not know who made it. The three 

other choices are synonyms for ”assumption,” but in the context of the passage only the word ”belief” can be logically used. 



Exercises on Reference and Vocabulary

Exercise  1

Each item has an underlined word or phrase. From the four choices (A), (B), (C), and (D), choose the best word or phrase that can be substituted for the 

underlined word or phrase in its context. 

1. A blizzard is a severe winter storm, which occurs in North America. 

(A)  chronic 

(B)  strict 

(C)  painful 

(D)  harsh 

2. A musical comedy has a plot with songs and dances connected to it. 

(A)  story 

(B)  plan 

(C) piece of ground 

(D) setting 

. 

3. Drugs such as tranquilizers, high blood pressure medicines, and steroids are often the culprits of depression. 

(A)  crooks 

(B)  offenders 

(C) causes 

(D) lawbreakers 

4. Industries that work with asbestos and silica have made strides in protecting their workers. 

(A)  paces 

(B)  improvements 

(C)  walks 

(D)  movements

5. Lasers can be used to create stunning visual effects. 

(A)  shocking

(B)  striking

(C)  handsome 

(D)  dazed 

6. The olive tree is a hardy shrub that can live for 1500 years. 

(A)  firm 

(B)  tough 

(C)  seasoned 

(D)  fit . 



7. Wolves live in packs in which there are strong bonds of loyalty. 

(A)  securities 

(B)  warranties 

(C)  marks 

(D)  ties 

8. Several developments contributed to the end of the cattle boom.

(A)  bonanza 

(B)  panic 

(C)  blast 

(D)  inflation.

9. The stomach breaks down food with digestive juices.

(A)  moisture 

(B)  saps 

(C)  secretions 

(D)  chemicals 

10. Influenza is an acute disease of the respiratory tract. 

(A)  a sharp 

(B)  an important 

(C)  a cutting 

(D)  a severe

11. Language is an important factor in the accumulation of culture. 

(A)  storage 

(B)  acquisition 

(C)  completion 

(D)  control 

12. According to the ancient Greeks, the heart was the seat of 

human intelligence. 

(A)  chair  

(B)  situation 

(C)  center 

(D)  place 

13. A star starts life as a large ball of rotating gas that slowly

contracts.

(A)  catches 

(B)  shrinks 

(C)  deflates 

(D)  agrees

14. American immigration in the 19th century peaked in the 1880s. 

(A)   was pointed 

(B)   was topped 

(C)   was at its highest point 

(D)   was sharp 



Exercise  2

Read the following passages and answer the reference questions that follow each one. 

Questions 1-5 

5

10

15

George Lucas‟s Star Wars changed the direction of American film with some of 

the most ingenious special effects contrived for movies of its time. Twenty-two months 

were spent on the special effects, including the six months needed to design the 

equipment and the more than 1,000 story boards for the effects sequences. 

A special computerized camera, called a Dykstraflex, was designed to give the 

illusion of real screen movement. This system, controlled by the camera operator, 

enabled him or her to pan, tilt, and track around the model, always keeping it in focus. 

The breakthrough was the camera‟s ability to repeat the identical movements from 

shot to shot; thus the effects sequences could be built like a music track, layer upon 

layer. The illusion was complete: none of the spaceships in Star Wars ever moved –

only the camera did. 

The star-field backdrop in space was made by punching holes in black 

plexigfass. More than 75 models were constructed, with astonishing detail work. On 

the rebel blockade runner artists built a tiny cockpit, all done to scale. The 

miniaturized laser canons were fully motorized to swivel and tilt by remote control. The 

light sabers were four-sided blades coated with reflective aluminum, attached to a 

small motor. When rotated, they created a flashing light later enhanced by animation. 

1.The word ”some” in line 1 refers to 

(A) American film 

(B) direction 

(C) movies 

(D) special effects 

2.  In line 2, the word ”contrived” could be best 

replaced with which of the following? 

(A) discovered 

(B) created 

(C) performed 

(D) utilized 

1. In line 6, ”this system” refers to 

(A) the creation of an illusion

(B) screen movement 

(C) panning and tilting around a model

(D)    a special computerized camera

1. The word ”it” in line 7 refers to the 

(A) model 

(B) camera 

(C) focus 

(D) system 

1. The  word ”they” in line 17 refers to the 

(A) miniaturized laser cannons 

(B) artists 

(C) four-sided blades 

(D) seventy-five models 



Questions  6 –10

5
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There are three main types of sedimentary rocks, which are classified according to the 

origin and size of their particles. One type, called evaporites, is formed from chemically 

derived sediments. For example, an inland sea might evaporate and leave a deposit of rock 

salt. 

The second type is derived entirely from organic material. Since it is a fossil in its own  

right, it is called fossiliferous rock. Fossiliferous rocks, such as limestones and chalks, are 

formed from  calcium-based skeletons of tiny organisms deposited on the seabed. Some 

limestones are fossilized corals; others, known as tufa, are derived from mosses and other 

plants that grow beside hot springs. Carbon-based rocks, such as coal and jet, are the 

remains of plant material laid down in huge quantities. The remains of sponges and 

microscopic diatoms constitute rocks such as chert and flint. 

The third type of sedimentary rock is clastic. It is formed from eroded particles of other 

rocks and is graded according to the size of these particles. Fine shales are perhaps the 

most significant sedimentary rocks covering the earth. The sedimentary rocks most likely to 

contain fossils are those that were laid down in 15 places where there was abundant life 

and where deposition was rapid enough to bury the organisms before their bodies were 

broken up and decomposed. The sandy bottoms of shallow, calm seas, river deltas, 

lagoons, and deserts are the most likely places to give rise to fossils. The finer the 

sediment, the finer the detail recorded in them. Details such as the fur of those reptilian 

flyers, the pterosaurs, are only visible because they were fossilized in exceptionally fine 

limestone. 

6.   In line 2 the word ”their” refers to

(A)particles 

(B)sedimentary rocks 

(C)origin and size 

(D)classification 

7. As used in this passage, the word 

”material” refers to 

(A) cloth 

(B) articles 

(C) matter 

(D) values 

1.The word ”others” in line 9 refers to 

(A) Fossilized corals 

(B) limestones 

(C) tiny organisms 

(D)    mosses

9. To which of the following does the word    

”those” in line 16 refer? 

(A) sedimentary rocks 

(B) fossils 

(C) organisms 

(D) fine shales 

10. The word ”them” in line 20 refers to 

(A) sediments 

(B) fossils 

(C) details 

(D) limestones 



Questions 11 – 15

5

10

On a drop shot, a tennis player ”drops” the ball just over the net, hoping that 

his or her opponent won‟t get to it at all or will just barely reach it, thus making a 

weak return. The drop shot works well in a number of situations. It can be used to 

tire an opponent, to bring a baseline player to the net, to win points outright when 

an opponent is slow in moving forward or is out of position, or to substitute for the 

approach shot. 

A perfect situation for a drop shot occurs when a player‟s opponent is far out of 

court and hits well to the inside of the service line. A good drop shot is a sure 

winner, but a bad one is equally certain disaster. The opponent who gets to the ball 

early has been handed the net position, which is a distinct advantage for the net 

rusher who will usually win the 10 point in short order. 

There are two types of drop shots, each requiring a distinct stroke. The first is 

used to drop slow balls descending from the peak of the bounce. The second is 

used on rising balls. These shots require excellent timing and a simple stroke, such 

as the swing on waist-high volleys.

11. The word ”it” in line 2 refers to 

(A) his or her opponent 

(B) the ball 

(C) the net 

(D) a weak return 

12. In line 7, the word ”one” refers to 

(A) a disaster 

(B) a sure winner 

(C) the service line 

(D) a drop shot 

13. The word ”who” in line 8 refers to 

(A) the net rusher 

(B) the net position 

(C) the advantage 

(D) the opponent

14. In line 9 the word ”which” refers to 

(A) the opponent 

(B) a distinct advantage 

(C) the net position 

(D) the winning point

15. The word ”distinct” in line 9 is closest in 

meaning to which of the following? 

(A) difficult 

(B) comparable 

(C) definite

(D)    practiced



Questions 16-20

5

10

15

20

Every year in late December, a southward-moving current warms the water along the 

Pacific coast of Peru. Because the warm current arrives around Christmas, the 

Peruvians named it El Nino, ”boychild.” Until the mid-1970s, El Nino was an 

unrecognized local phenomenon, until scientists began to realize that El Nino, later 

named El Nino Southern  Oscillation (ENSO), is part of a huge ocean and 

atmosphere system that is felt as far away as Australia and Indonesia. 

Every few years the El Nino current is warmer than normal, causing greater ocean 

warming and consequently changes in the normal patterns of sea and surface 

temperatures. The resulting changes in atmospheric pressure affect trade wind 

speeds and the location of the largest thunderstorms, thus affecting weather 

patterns around the world. The shift in location of the Pacific‟s largest 

thunderstorms, which usually occur from the Western Pacific to the Central Pacific, 

changes global weather patterns because the thunderstorms pump air into the 

atmosphere in different places than normal. The result is a shift in the location of 

high- and low-pressure areas, wind patterns, and the paths followed by storms. 

From 1982 to 1983 the El Nino condition caused greater than average precipitation 

along the U.S. West Coast and sent five hurricanes to French Polynesia, which 

normally goes years without hurricanes. That same year, El Nino was linked to 

floods in Louisiana, Florida, Cuba, Ecuador, Peru, and Bolivia, and to droughts in 

Hawaii, Mexico, Southern Africa, the Philippines, Indonesia, and Australia.  

In response to the 1982 – 83 global weather disruption, the World Meteorological 

Organization initiated the Tropical Ocean and Global Atmosphere (TOGA) 

program. The goal of the 10-year program is to gain a better understanding of El 

Nino so scientists can forecast future El Nino episodes and their likely results. 

16.  In line 3 the word ”it” refers to 

(A) December 

(B) the warm current 

(C) Christmas 

(D) the coast of Peru

17. To what does the word ”that” in line 6 refer? 

(A) a local phenomenon 

(B) an ocean and atmosphere system 

(C) the El Nino Southern Oscillation 

(D) scientists 

18.  In line 11 the word ”which” refers to 

(A) shifts in location 

(B) global weather patterns 

(C) the atmosphere 

(D)    thunderstorms

19.  In line 22 the word ”initiated” could 

best be replaced with which of the 

following? 

(A)produced

(B)established 

(C)disrupted 

(D)responded to 

20.  The word ”their” in line 24 refers to 

(A) scientists 

(B) future events 

(C) El Nino episodes 

(D) results 



Questions 21-25

5

There are about two dozen species of seahorses, all of which are aquatic. Their tails are 

prehensile and very agile, but do not propel them fast enough to catch the living food they 

need. Therefore seahorses have evolved another method of catching their prey. They use 

extremely strong suction that whips animals such as brine shrimp into their open mouths.  

Seahorses have eyes that move independently of each other, which enable them to spot 

potential food, and predators, more easily. The seahorse‟s genus name is Hippocampus, 

which translates as ”horse caterpillar.”

21. The word ”they” in line 3 refers to 

(A) the tails of seahorses 

(B) aquatic animals 

(C) sources of food 

(D) species of seahorses

22. As used in line 3 the word ”evolved” means

(A) grown 

(B) developed 

(C) Produced

(D)  changed

23. The word ”they” in line 4 refers to 

(A) prehensile tails

(B) prey

(C) Seahorses

(D) methods 

24. In line 5, the word ”them” refers to 

(A) eyes 

(B) predators 

(C) seahorses 

(D) brine shrimp 

25. In line 6 the word ”which” refers to 

(A) potential food

(B) Hippocampus 

(C) horse caterpillar 

(D) a translation 



Questions 26-30

5

10

Planes are subjected to drag forces because an object moving forward through the air is 

hampered by it to a greater or lesser extent, since the air or any gas has friction. A plane in 

subsonic flight is preceded by the pressure waves it creates as it makes its way through the 

air. These pressure waves push away the air in front of the plane so there is less drag than  

would otherwise be the case. But when a plane reaches sonic speed, or the speed of sound, 

the pressure waves no longer precede the plane. They no longer push away any of the air in 

front of the craft, so the drag forces become much greater. The large rise in drag as the plane 

approaches Mach 1, or the speed of sound, is referred to as the sonic barrier. 

Even a conventional subsonic plane traveling at a speed below Mach 1 can encounter an  

extreme rise in drag. This is because the pressure over the wing is decreased as the wing 

moves through the air. This results from the increase in the speed of the air stream over the 

wing in accordance with the law of physics called Bernoulli‟s principle. 

26. The word ”subjected” in line 1 is closest in 

meaning to which of the following? 

(A) affected 

(B) hampered 

(C) confronted 

(D) exposed

27. In line 2 the word ”it” refers to 

(A) drag force 

(B) an object 

(C) the air 

(D) a plane

28. The word ”it” in line 3 refers to 

(A) a plane in subsonic flight 

(B) a pressure wave 

(C) air or any gas 

(D) drag force

29. In line 6, the word ”they” refers to 

(A) planes reaching sonic speed 

(B) pressure waves 

(C) drag forces 

(D) conventional subsonic planes

30. To which of the following does the word 

”this” in line 10 refer? 

(A) a decrease in pressure over the   wing 

(B) an increase in the speed of the air 

stream over the wing 

(C) pressure waves preceding the plane 

(D) a rise in drag encountered by a 

subsonic plane



By their garbage shall they 

be know
As long ago as 1779 John Frere, High 

Sheriff of Suffolk, MP for Norwich, an 

English country gen-tleman, discovered 

at Hoxne, Suf- folk, several bones from 

extinct animals associated with Stone 

Age flint implements. He published his 

findings in 1800.Frere‟s report was not 

really appreciated for another 60 years. 

But now Frere is known as the “founder 

of prehistoric archaeology”

7 SEQUENCE
1.Chronological Sequence

Every writer sometimes need to write a time-based (chronological) sequence. Of course, historians do this often, but  whether or not you are a 

historian you will occasionally want to describe a sequence of events in your writing.

Chronological sequences can be written in different ways. In Western culture we normally think of time as moving forward in a straight line, and 

an expected chronological sequence follows this view of time and can be illustrated as follows:

Time 1                              Time 2                                  Time 3 Time 4 etc.

Past Present                                                         Future

Time 1 is in the past, while Time 2 is also in the past but nearer the present than Time 1, and so on.

Exercise 1

Read the following text and use dates to complete the simple diagram which follows.

(New Scientist)

This simple time diagram shows time (in this case, historical dates) in natural order. Information and vents are easiest to understand when 

they are presented in natural time order.

NOW



Exercise 2

In the text below, some of the information is not in an acceptable chronological order. Discuss with a partner what changes are necessary to 

put the information in an acceptable order.

The production of silicon wafer containing integrated 

circuits is carried out mainly in the US. Cutting up these wafers 

into as many as 600 microchips and maintaining and connecting 

them is labour intensive. In 1963, the major  microelectronics 

companies set out in search of the cheapest labour power they 

could find to perform the labour intensive stages. They found 

the labour they were looking for in South East Asia, and the 

Fairchild company broke the ground by establishing an 

assembly factory in Hong Kong. By 1978, Malaysia, to take one   

example, had 69 microelectronics assembly plants, 20 of them 

owned by the biggest US companies.

By the early 1970s Intel was building a thriving market in 

the US for its microprocessor, and other companies were 

beginning to build computer memories from microelectronic 

devices instead of the older handthreaded core memories. This 

new level of integration led to a new wave of expansion 

between 1972 and 1974, this time into Malaysia, Thailand, the 

Philippines and throughout the 1970s, Taiwan, South Korea and 

Singapore were favoured.

Adapted from CSE Microelectronics Group Microelectronics)



Exercise 3

Complete this time diagram to show how the “Land reform” text moves from one time period to another. Fill in the circles with paragraph 

numbers (two have been done for you). Where there is more than one time mentioned in a paragraph, the same paragraph may be entered in 

several columns. Check your answer with one or two other students.

3

7

Distant Past Past Present Future



LAND REFORM: Withering palms

1. Mauritania, on the west cost of Africa, 

has an interior with a large deposit of iron 

ore, nomads, oases hundreds of thousands 

of date palms, and awful lot of Sahara sand. 

Water, a scare commodity, is the key to 

power.

2. The injection of a modern waterpump 

technology in the sixties into an already 

restive oasis society, according to a report 

in Ceres (No. 76), has served to widen the 

gap between rich and poor date palm 

farmers.

3. At Atar oasis in 1965 there were about 

10.000 date palm plantations. Most were in 

good shape with comparatively short trees 

set out in regular lines edged by simple 

irrigation ditches.

4. For centuries water had been raised from 

an underground table by the chadouf, which 

is a long pole on a central  spindle with a 

heavy stone as a counterweight  at one end 

and a water container at the  other. The 

chadouf cannot draw water from a depth 

greater than the length of the pole and rope 

combined – about four metres.

5. A succession of drought years in the 

sixties saw the water table at Atar drop from 

four metres below the surface in 1960 to 20 

metres. Only those plantations served by 

water pumps have survived.

1. The poorer farmers who could not afford 

to switch to motor pumps watched their 

plantations scorch and die. Then those with 

pumps faced another problem: maintenance.

2. The only pump maintenance shop is 

state-owned and employs only one man. 

There is no charge for repairs but the Ceres 

report describes the shop as „depressing‟. It 

says nothing is done to salvage parts from 

pumps beyond repair and that the place is 

„inadequate for normal repair‟. This really 

means that when a pump breaks down the 

farmer has to buy another one or go out of 

business.

3. Possible solution? Improve the repair 

shop, teach elementary pump maintenance 

to the planters. charge a fair price for repairs 

and ensure there is responsible supervision 

of the pump servicing facilities. But after that 

it‟s not so straightforward.

4. Atar is solidly controlled by the rich palm 

farmers who are not interested in water 

exploration or projects to improve irrigation 

to the drier and poorer plantations. Why 

should they be? In 1965 there were about 

400.000 palms at Atar; today there are about 

half as many trees; and, not surprisingly, 

crop prices are higher.



Teacher asks 

question

Pupils raise hands

Teacher selects 

pupil

To respond

Pupil responds

Teacher reacts

To response

1. Process
A process, like a chronological sequence, involves linear relationships. We think of processes as moving forward in a logical, step-by-step 

sequence. A process can usually be presented as flow diagram. Look at this example:

Teacher Questioning



Computing
To begin the process, information in a specially coded form is fed into the input unit. Next 

it is „read‟ by a device which turns it into a series of electric impulses. The computer then 

„writes‟ down this information, that is, transfers it to a storage unit. After this, depending 

on whether the information is data or instructions, further stages take place.

Exercise 4

Show the following partial process as a flow diagram by filling in the boxes.

(R.Dale and I, Williamson The Myth of the Micro)

(further storage)



Exercise 5

The following text describes the process of making new laws in the United Kingdom: it is a more detailed description than most of those 

you have met so far. Notice that the first paragraph is introductory, and the description of the process does not begin until the second 

paragraph. Read the text carefully and underline all the sequencers, of any type, that you find in it.

How Parliament Makes New Laws

1. New laws can originate in either the House of Lords or the House of Commons. A 

law which is being proposed is called a „bill‟ until it is passed; then it becomes an 

„act‟ of parliament.

2. To begin with the bill goes through the first reading. This just means that the title of 

the bill is announced and a time is set for it to be discussed. After this the second 

reading is really a debate. The bill may be rejected at this stage. If it is an important 

bill its rejection may cause the government to resign. On the other hand it may be 

passed, or there may be no vote, When this happens, it goes to the committee 

stage, where a small group of members (perhaps between 30 and 50), meet and 

discuss it in detail. When the committee has finished its work, it reports the bill with 

all the changes that have been made, to the House. This is called the report stage. 

The bill is discussed again, and more changes can be made. Then the bill is taken 

for its third reading, and a vote is taken. When it is passed, it goes to the other 

House, i.e. not the one it originated in. So if a bill started in the House of Commons 

it would at this point go to the House of Lords.

3. When the bill has been passed by both Houses, it goes to the Queen for the Royal 

Assent. A bill may not become law until the Royal Assent has been given, but this 

does not mean that the Queen decides on what will become law and what will not. 

It is understood that the Queen will always accept bills which have been passed by 

both Houses. When the Queen‟s consent has been given, the bill becomes an act, 

and everyone that it affects must obey the new law.



Input Step 1 Step 2 Etc. Output

7.3 Cyclical Process.

In a cyclical process there is no clear beginning or end, so that the cycle is continuously repeated. The diagram below should make the difference 

between the two types of process clear.

1. A linear process 

2. A cyclical process

A cyclical process is described in much the same way as a linear process except that is not always clear where the cycle begins.

stage

stage

stage

stage



Exercise 6

This flow diagram illustrates the nitrogen cycle. Nitrogen is essential for human, animal and plant life, and over 

90 % of the  Earth’s supply exists as a gas in the atmosphere. The diagram shows how nitrogen is provided 

to living organisms and then  returned to the atmosphere. Below the flow diagram is a list of sentences 

describing the stages in the cycle. The sentences are not in an acceptable sequence. Using the flow 

diagram as a guide, match the sentences with the stages in the flow diagram to produce a text in acceptable 

sequence.

i. Lightning contributes some nitrogen, in the form of nitrates to the soil.

ii. This gaseous nitrogen is returned to the atmosphere.

iii. When animals eat the plants, the nitrogen they contain is synthesized into protein.

iv. When plants or animals die, proteins are decomposed by bacteria into amino acids, which are in turn broken down 

into ammonium.

v. But at the source of most nitrogen is bacteria on plants, which „fix‟ the nitrogen into ammonia.

vi. The nitrates in the soil are absorbed by plant roots.

vii. Some of the nitrates are degraded into nitrogen gas in the denitrification process.

viii. The ammonium is broken down into nitrites.

ix. The ammonium resulting from decomposition returns to the nitrite – nitrate – protein cycle.

x. The nitrites are converted into nitrates by soil bacteria.



8. COMPARISON - CONTRAST

This is the pattern a writer uses to show how two things are similar and/or different. 

A comparison can include: 

 only similarities 

 similarities and differences.

A contrast includes only the differences. 

Some signal words for the comparison-contrast pattern: 

Signals of difference: 

however but unlike on the other hand

in contrast while although conversely

instead yet rather different from

more than less than

Comparative forms of adjectives and adverbs are also used to signal difference (older, faster).

Signals of similarity: 

like both similarly in the same way

as same also in common 

Example a: Comparison (Similarities and Differences)

Both New York City and Paris depend on vast subway lines to transport their millions of commuters. In both cities, the subways are often 

crowded, especially at rush hours. Another likeness is the terrible noise level in the trains. A further similarity is that the two subway 

systems both cover a wide area at little expense for commuters. However, the differences between the two are quite striking. While

subway stations in New York range from plain to ugly, Paris stations are generally attractive. Many of the French stations are filled with 

works of art. In Paris, the subway trains are clean and they run every few minutes. On the other hand, New York‟s trains can sometimes be 

less clean and reliable. 

Does this paragraph include similarities, differences, or   both  ? 

Main Idea:________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

Signal Words Examples

Both _______________________________________________ 

both _______________________________________________

Another likeness _______________________________________________

A further similarity _______________________________________________

However _______________________________________________

While _______________________________________________

On the other hand _______________________________________________



Example b: Comparison (Similarities)

Can you think of anything that Ukraine and Japan have in common? Not much, except for one surprising aspect of their cooking.

Ukrainians are fond of a dish called pilmeni. It is made of pieces of flat pastry folded around a spicey meat filling. The Japanese make a dish that 

is remarkably like it, only they call it gyoza. In both countries, furthermore, people like to eat their pilmeni or their gyoza with sauce. The 

Ukrainians use sour cream and the Japanese use soy sauce. 

Main Idea: _______________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

Does this paragraph include   similarities  , differences, or, both‟?

Signal Words Examples 

in common ______________________________________________________

like it ______________________________________________________

both ______________________________________________________

Example c: Contrast (Differences)

When the first baby arrives in a household, everything changes. While before, the mother needed an alarm clock in the morning, now the 

baby decides when she should wake up. Formerly, the parents spent their evenings watching TV or reading, but not now. All their free time is 

spent admiring their infant. In contrast to pre-baby days, their life is more carefully planned. While they used to go out to see friends whenever 

they wanted to, that is not possible any more. If they want to go out without the baby, they must arrange for a babysitter. Unlike the neat and tidy 

rooms of the past, these days their apartment is full of baby things. Their friends have even noticed a difference in the topic of conversation: it‟s 

always about the baby! 

Main Idea:________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________ 

Does this paragraph include similaities,   differneces  ,   or both? 

Signal Words Examples

While before ______________________________________________________ 

now ______________________________________________________

Formerly ______________________________________________________ 

not now ______________________________________________________

In contrast ______________________________________________________

While they used to ______________________________________________________

any more ______________________________________________________

Unlike ______________________________________________________

Difference ______________________________________________________



Exercise   1

In these paragraphs, the signal words are not underlined. Read each paragraph. Underline the signal words. Then write the main Idea and 

the signal words and examples on the lines below. Compare your work with another student.

Modern Versions of Familiar Machines

1. The latest kind of vending machine is nothing like the vending machines of the past. Like the old machines, the new ones are a quick and 

convenient way to buy food. But the new machines have been improved in several important ways. The old machines worked with coins that 

were sometimes ”swallowed” without providing your food. The new machines, however, work with plastic cards that can be used many times 

without error. The food supplied by the old machines was usually not very good: stale pastries or tasteless sandwiches. In contrast, the new 

machines sell all kinds of delicious meals. They may offer fresh, oven-baked pizza, espresso coffee, or fresh pasta. In general, these new 

machines sell more interesting and better-tasting food. 

Main Idea: ________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

Does this paragraph include similarities, differences, or both? 

Signal Words Examples

____________________ _________________________________________________

____________________ _________________________________________________

____________________ _________________________________________________

____________________ _________________________________________________

2. The so-called ”portable” computers of just a few years ago were heavy machines. They weighed about 15 pounds and were really designed to 

stay in one place. The idea of traveling with an old ”portable” was out of the question. It would not even fit under an airline seat. Present-day 

laptop computers, however, are totally different. These ”portables” are really meant to be carried around. They are sometimes even called 

”notebooks.” Unlike the heavy monsters of the past, the laptop computers weigh only about five pounds. They can fit easily into a briefcase. In 

spite of their size, though, they have much more memory capacity than the older computers. Surprisingly, the laptops also have larger screens 

than the older models. 

Main Idea: _______________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

Does this paragraph include similarities, differences, or both? 

Signal Words Examples

___________________ ______________________________________________________

___________________ ______________________________________________________

___________________ ______________________________________________________



3. The next big technological change will be the shift from gasoline to electricpowered automobiles. In some ways, the cars are 

quite similar. Like gasoline cars, the electric vehicles provide convenient, private transportation. The interior of the two 

vehicles is much the same. Steering, brakes, and wheels are not different. On the other hand, there is a major difference. 

Unlike gasoline cars, the electric vehicle is totally silent. In contrast to the sound of the ignition in a gasoline engine, the

sound of starting an electric car is ”click.” There is no engine sound, either, in the electric car. 

Main Idea: _______________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

Does this paragraph include similarities, differences, or both? 

Signal Words Examples 

____________________ ______________________________________________________

____________________ ______________________________________________________

____________________ ______________________________________________________

____________________ ______________________________________________________

Exercise  2

Read each paragraph. Underline the signal words. Then write the main Idea and the signal words and details on the 

lines below. Compare your work with another student. 

Ideas about Education

1. High school graduates are sometimes nervous about attending college, because they fear that everything will be different. In 

fact, there are some important similarities between college and high school. In both places, academic success depends on 

being a responsible student. This means attending classes regularly, doing your home-work, and studying new materials 

carefully. Similarly, social success in college is like high school. If you have had friends in high school, chances are you will 

have friends in college, too. College also resembles high school in student activities. Musical groups, sports teams, special

interest clubs, and other activities are found in both institutions.

Main Idea: _______________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

Does this paragraph include similarities, differences, or both?

Signal Words Examples  

___________________ ______________________________________________________

___________________ ______________________________________________________

___________________ ______________________________________________________



2. The University of Bologna in northern Italy is different from most North American universities. One important difference is 

its age. Founded in the tenth century, it is the oldest university in Europe. Its ancient halls give students a strong sense 

of history. This is in sharp contrast to the usual attitude of American students who study in newer surroundings. The 

University of Bologna is different, as well, because of its location. While North American universities are often located 

outside the city center, Bologna‟s campus is in the heart of the city. Unlike the American university campus, there are no 

trees or open spaces near this old Italian institution. Instead, students meet on the streets, in cafes, and in the 

courtyards of the historic buildings. 

Main Idea: _______________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

Does  this paragraph  include similarities, differences, or both?

Signal Words Examples 

_________________ ______________________________________________________

_________________ ______________________________________________________

_________________ ______________________________________________________

3. In Russia, there is a strong tradition of learning foreign languages. This has led to the development of specialized foreign 

language schools. In many ways, these schools are similar to other Russian public schools. They are comparable in one 

very important way: the students do not have to pay for their education. The schools also teach similar subjects. 

However, their differences are quite noticeable. One major difference is that most of the school subjects are taught in a 

foreign language (French, German, or English). Second, the students are different. Unlike the students in regular 

Russian-language schools, students are selected to attend these schools. Quite often they come from families with 

higher levels of education. The greatest difference lies in the language abilities of the students. In contrast to other 

Russian children, they learn to express themselves fluently in a foreign language. 

Main Idea:________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

Does this paragraph include similarities, differences, or both? 

Signal Words Examples

___________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________ ____________________________________________________________

_____________________ ____________________________________________________________

_____________________ ____________________________________________________________

_____________________ ____________________________________________________________



Exercise   3

Read each paragraph. Underline the signal words, then write the main idea and the signal words and details on the 

lines below.

Elephants

1. Elephants are the largest land animals in the world. Whales are the largest sea animals. These two huge animals may, in 

fact, be related. Biologists now believe that the ancestors of elephants once lived in the sea. There is plenty of evidence to 

support this idea. For example, the shape of an elephant‟s head is similar to a whale‟s. Also, elephants are excellent 

swimmers. Some have chosen to swim for food to islands up to 300 miles from shore. Like the whale, the elephant, too, 

uses sounds to show anger or for other kinds of communication. Finally, in certain ways, female elephants behave much 

like female whales. When an elephant or a whale baby is born a female friend stays nearby to help the mother. 

Does this paragraph include similarities, differences, or both? 

Main Idea:  _______________________________________________________________________

Signal Words Examples

__________________ ______________________________________________________

___________________ ______________________________________________________

___________________ ______________________________________________________

The Construction of Houses

2. Houses in hot countries have many features that are different from houses in cold countries. Houses in hot countries 

usually have thick walls and small windows to keep out the heat. In colder climates and darker regions, however, people do 

not have to worry about too much sun and heat. The houses therefore have larger windows to let in the sunlight. Another 

difference is that houses in hot climates usually have an outdoor living area–a terrace, courtyard, or porch. In colder 

climates, of course, people spend less time outdoors, so houses often do not have such areas. 

Main Idea: _______________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

Signal Words Examples

_________________ ______________________________________________________

_________________ ______________________________________________________

_________________ ______________________________________________________

_________________ ______________________________________________________



9  CAUSE AND EFFECT

In this unit you are going to learn “cause and effect”. Understanding the phenomena of cause     and effect will help you in understanding some of the 

scientific text.

The following sentences show  two different ways of using “cause and effects”.

1. cause signal effect

Infectious agents cause some diseases

are a cause of

result in

lead to

bring about

give rise to

2. effect signal cause

some diseases are caused by infectious agents

are due to

are the result of

are the consequence of

result from

Exercise  1

Cause and effect

Find the cause and the effect in each sentence. Underline the signal word.

1. Malaria can result in chronic ill health

Cause ………………………….. Effect ………………………………..

2. Many industrial accidents are due to carelessness.

Cause ………………………….. Effect ………………………………

3. Polluted water supplies lead to epidemics

Cause ………………………….. Effect ………………………………

4. Human error is the cause of most road accidents

Cause ………………………….. Effect ………………………………

5. Accidents in factories often result from ignorance of safety

Cause ………………………….. Effect ………………………………

6. A high fever brings about dehydration.

Cause ………………………….. Effect ………………………………

7. Exposure to traffic fumes may result in lead poisoning.

Cause ………………………….. Effect ………………………………

8. The use of electrical equipment by unqualified persons may give rise to fatal accidents.

Cause ………………………….. Effect ………………………………



Exercise   2

Cause and Effect.

Read the paragraph, then write the Cause, the Effect and the Signal Word

Plants
There are varieties of factors to be taken into consideration when analyzing why some plants become sickly or die. Dryness in the soil causes the 

leaves to lose freshness, or wilt, and may result in death of the plant. On the other hand, too much water may result in the leaves losing their strength 

and drooping, or in their becoming yellow, and occasionally in the rotting of the leaves and stems. While sunshine is necessary for plants, if it is too 

strong, the soil may be baked and the roots killed. However, if there is no light, the leaves will become pale and the stems thin, and if not corrected, the 

consequence will be the death of the plant.

Cause Signal Effects

a.………………….

b.………………….

c.………………….

d.………………….

Exercise   3

Match the problem on the left with the causes on the right

Problem

1. starter will not turn.

2. a smell of burning

3. brakes pull to one side

4. engine turns over but doesn‟t start

Causes

a. a short circuit in the wires

b. fuel shortage

c. loose or corroded battery terminal

d. worn linings on the brake

e. broken steer

Exercise  4

Read the following sentences. Circle the signal words of cause and effect. Decide which part of the sentence is the cause. Decide which 

part is the effect. 

Example:                 (cause)                  (effect)    

One   effect  of  reduced sales of tea is reduced sales of related products such as lemon

1. Fewer people are needed to produce food today as a result of new technology such as fertilizers and machinery. 

2. The productivity of American industry has increased during the twentieth century because of improved technology and skill. 

3. Workers may not have jobs because they do not know about job opportunities or because they do not have the right skills for the jobs that are 

available. 

4. Workers in modern factories do one small job over and over again; consequently, some of them feel that their jobs are boring and

meaningless. 

5. In 1929, 25 percent of the American population lived on farms. Due to higher wages, shorter working hours, and a better social life in the city, 

many Americans have left the farms to work in a city. Today less than 4 percent of the population lives on farms. 



6. Inflation affects people with limited incomes like retired people who receive social security. If a person gets $300 a month, and prices 

double, the person can afford to buy only half as much as before. 

7. During World War II, many consumer products were not available. Also, the government encouraged people to save money. As a result, 

people did not spend a lot of money during the war years. 

8. In the years after the war, people spent more than they earned since they could buy products with the money they had saved during the 

war. 

9. Young people who are setting up a household may need to buy many products such as furniture and appliances; consequently, these young 

people can generally save little money. 

10. Middle-aged individuals have already spent the money necessary for raising a family. They are starting to think about retirement. Therefore, 

middle-aged people generally save a larger percentage of their money than young people do. 

Exercise  5

DIRECTIONS: 

1. Read the paragraph below. 

2. Reread the paragraph and circle the signal words of cause and effect. 

3. Fill in the chart of cause and effect that follows the paragraph. 

4. Then work with each of the paragraphs in the same way. 

Sample Paragraph Farm production in the United States increases each year as a result of new technology (e.g., new farm machinery, 

irrigation, and fertilizers). A century ago, one farmer produced enough food for five people. Today one farmer produces enough for nearly 

fifty people. Therefore, farmers must lower their prices in order to sell more of their products. Farm incomes are generally low. Farmers‟ 

income from their products is only about one-third of the income of nonfarm workers. 

Cause Effect 

New technology Farm production increases each year.

Need  to Farmers lower prices.

Sell  more Farm incomes are low.

The price rises. 

The price falls. 

Paragraph 1 Economists define demand as the quantity of any product that people will buy at different prices during a given time 

period. Other things being equal, people buy less of a product when the price is high. They buy more when the price is low. For

instance, when records cost $6 each, you buy two records a month. If the price rises to $8, you may buy only one a month. If the price 

falls to $4, you can afford to buy three a month. 

Cause Effect



Paragraph 2 There are two reasons why demand changes with price. For one thing, if your income stays the same, you can 

afford to buy more records when the price is low. Second, records are more attractive when their price is lower than the 

price of similar products. If records are less expensive than cassettes, for example, you may choose to spend your money 

on records. 

Cause Effect 

Paragraph 3 In reality, the demand for a product is not always the same. lt changes under different conditions. For example, 

taste may change. You may decide that you prefer cassettes because records are inconvenient. Consequently, you will 

buy fewer records at both high and low prices. Demand may also change as a result of changes in the prices of other 

products. For instance, the price of records stays the same, but the price of cassettes falls. Therefore, you may buy more 

cassettes and fewer records. Or, income may change. Due to an increase in income, you can afford more records 

whether the price is high or low. 

Cause Effect 

Taste changes. 

lncome changes. 

Demand changes with price. 

Exercise   6

Plants

You are a plant doctor. Read the following passage. Below it 

are some descriptions of unhealthy leaves. For each, write 

what you think may be the cause, and where possible, give 

directions on how to correct the condition.

There are a variety of factors to be taken into consideration 

when analysing why some plants become sickly or die. 

Dryness in the soil causes the leaves to lose freshness, or 

wilt, and may result in death of the plant. On the other hand, 

too much water may result in the leaves losing their strength 

and drooping, or in their becoming yellow, and occasionally 

in the rotting of the leaves and stems. While sunshine is 

necessary for plants, if it is too strong, the soil may be baked 

and the roots killed. However, if there is no light, the leaves 

will  become  pale  and the stems thin,  and if 

not corrected, the consequence will be the 

death of the plant. 

(i)The leaves are yellow and several of 

them have fallen off. 

(ii)The leaves have brown spots on them. 

(iii)The leaves have wilted. 

(iv)The stems and the leaves have rotted. 

(v)The leaves are small and pale, and the 

stems are thin. 



Exercise  7

Car Problems 

Many things can go wrong with a car. Here is a list of problems and their possible causes. Write sentences about the problems

as in the example. 

Problem 

starter will not turn engine 

a smell of burning 

brakes pull to one side 

engine turns over but does not start 

Causes 

flat battery 

or 

loose or corroded battery terminals

or 

a jammed starter 

a short circuit in the wires

or 

oil or a rag on the exhaust pipe

a soft tyre on one side 

or

worn linings on the brake 

damp in the ignition system 

or 

loose leads 

or 

fuel shortage 

Example: 

If the starter will not turn the engine, the battery may be flat. This problem could also be caused by loose or corroded 

battery terminals. Alternatively, it is possibly due to a jammed starter. 



Exercise  8

Chinampa farming 

Read the following passage 

The Aztec Empire arose in the Valley of Mexico and it was based on a 

sophisticated system of large-scale land reclamation through drainage. 

The island capital of the Aztecs consisted of some 400 houses 

surrounded by six or eight long narrow strips of land surrounded on at 

least three sides by water. These gardens are called chinampas. 

The chinampa zone is to the south of the valley. The rest of the valley, 

although it produced crops, was far less favourable to farming because of 

the arid climate. The chinampas however presented two major, 

conflicting difficulties apart from those involved in their cultivation and 

day to day maintenance. One of these was to keep the water level high 

and the other was the prevention of floods. 

The valley had no external outlet for water. Year after year over the 

millenniums, nitrous salts had been swept down into the chinampa area 

by the summer rains and had been concentrated by evaporation in the 

eastern part of the area. It was essential to keep the deadly salts away 

from the chinampas. For this reason the chinampas could only function 

properly if they were fed constantly by freshwater springs which 

maintained the water level, washed off the salt and in certain areas held 

the salt water back. Originally there were adequate springs but 

the   rapid   growth  of   the   Aztec  capital   and

associated gardens soon out- stripped the available springs. The 

problem was solved by the construction of aqueducts to bring fresh water 

from mainland springs. It has sometimes been assumed that the sole 

purpose of the aqueducts was to carry drinking water to the island 

inhabitants but, if so, their thirst must have been incredible. 

These aqueducts, or raised water courses, were structures of great 

strength and ingenuity. 

The second major problem – periodic flooding by salty water – was also 

finally solved by construction works. The salts which had already made 

the eastern part of the zone unsuitable for chinampa development rose 

and flooded over the gardens during the summer period. According to the 

pollen chronology worked out for the area at Yale University, the problem 

became acute because the climate of the region seems to have been 

wetter than at any time since the end of the last Ice Age. 

In the fifteenth century an enormous dike of stones held together with 

mud and branches was built. The wall on which 20,000 men laboured 

extended for ten miles and successfully sealed off the chinampa zone 

from encroaching flood water and also had the effect of leaving the 

chinampas in a freshwater zone.

Now choose the correct cause and solution for each of the two problems opposite. Cross out the wrong causes and solutions, as in the following 

example. 

Example:

Mr. Jones had to find a new way to go to work because the train he used to go on did not run any more. After looking at the relative costs, he decided to 

drive to work. He therefore bought a car.

PROBLEM: Mr. Jones had to go to work a new way. 

Cause Solution

A  His usual train had been 

stopped.

B  He had nocar.

C  He did not like walking

D  He had no money.

A  He wrote to news-

paper so that

B  He bought a car 

C  He sold his car

D  He sold his car

A  he could go by bus

B  he could go by train

C  he could drive to work

D  he could walk to work



Writers use classification to tell you what groups (or classes) are like and how groups differ from other groups. For example, classification is used by 

nutritionists to describe different categories of food, by biologists to describe kinds of animals, and by psychologists to describe personality types.

How Do You Find Classification?

 In the topic sentence, look for words like groups, classes, types, kinds.

 In the linking words, look for words like similarly, on the other hand, all of these, within this group.

 In the supporting ideas, look for statements about what a class is like. That is, look for a listing of how members of a group are alike, and for a 

listing of how they are different from member of other groups.

The tables below show some of the most common language used in sentences which have classification as their purpose.

types : A,B, and C.

1 There are kinds . These are A, B and C.

Y classes of X are A,B and C.

The categories

2 X consists  of Y categories

can be divided into classes . These are A, B and C.

kinds : A,B, and C.

types

classes

3 A,B and C are kinds of X

types

categories

10.  CLASSIFICATION



bowls

PLASTICS

Exercise  1 

The following is a set of English words given in no particular order (i.e. a list). Turn this list into a classification by 

ordering the words into groups. Be prepared to explain why you grouped them as you did: 

lecturer sleep manager 

son intelligent happy 

enthuse dream scientist 

old sick printer 

You may have noticed that these data can be classified in several ways. The way you classify depends on what characteristics 

you think are important. In biology particular characteristics, such as the possession of bones, are used to define groups. 

Thus, for instance, animals with bones are generally classified as vertebrates. However, if we decided on some other 

characteristic (e.g. the possession of eyes) we should define a completely different group that included most (but not all) 

vertebrates, most insects, most crustaceans, some molluscs and some other invertebrates.

Exercise  2 

Produce a classification diagram showing the articles made from plastics (household articles, bowls, etc.). Add in 

the dotted box any other article that you know is made from plastic material. 



Exercise  3 

The following sentences form a text which refers to the classification chart (see the following page). However, 

except for the first sentence, they are not in the most logical order. Work with another student to try to agree 

on the best order for the numbered sentences, to form a complete text which fits the organization of the 

classification chart. 

There are two classes of sugars, natural sugars and processed sugars. 

I) Fructose and glucose are difficult to buy on their own. 

II) Raw cane sugar, white sugar and soft brown sugar are produced at different stages in the refining process. 

III) The most widely consumed sugars are the end-product of the process, the white sugars.

IV) Maple syrup, which is mostly sucrose and water, is very popular in North America. In Britain, you can buy it in health 

food shops.

V) Soft brown sugar is made from either raw cane or white sugar, with molasses, treacle or syrup added. 

VI) Natural sugars are, however, of little significance to the consumer compared with the processed sugars. 

VII) There are two types, Barbados and Demerara.

VIII) Honey is available in many forms, but they are all essentially the same, varying only in flavour and price.

IX) Processed sugars can be classified according to the stage in the process at which they are produced. 

X) Raw cane sugar is an early stage in the process of making white sugar. 

sugars

natural processed

glucos fructose Maple syrup honey Raw cane Soft brown white

barbado demerar cube icing granulate caster preservin crystal



Exercise  4 

Read the following text about the chemical products that can be produced from naphtha and complete the 

classification diagram below. 

Chemicals from Naphtha and their products

Naphtha, one of the light fractions obtained from the distillation column, is specially useful for the manufacture of 

chemicals. It can be broken down into a number of simple gases and liquids which are highly reactive; that is they 

combine readily with other substances to form new chemical compounds. They are therefore very useful ‟building blocks‟ 

from which hundreds of chemical can be manufactured. The variety of these chemical products is surprising. 

Plastics have become some of the most useful of all man-made materials; and they are produced chiefly from oil-based 

chemicals. Many household articles can be made from plastic: bowls and buckets, cups, saucers and plates, television 

cabinets, chairs, toys, parts of refrigerators and washing machines, and many others. 

Synthetic resins are used in many industries. Builders use them for wall and floor coverings, light fittings, pipes, 

plumbing, and insulation against the cold. The motorcar industry uses them for dashboards, steering wheels, car seats 

and interior fittings, and even for some engine parts. 

Detergent powders and liquids, based on oil-based chemicals, are familiar to us in the home. Unlike natural soaps, they 

work in hard and sort water, and are very good for dissolving fat and grease. Similar detergents are very valuable in 

industry, particularly in the cleaning, dyeing and finishing of textiles. 

Agricultural chemicals help the farmer to get the best yield of crops from his land in two different ways: by fertilizing the

soil and by killing weeds and pests. These fertilizers and pesticides have made the biggest contribution to agriculture, 

although insecticides are also important to keep farm animals healthy and to combat human disease. 



Other types of chemicals made from oil include glycerin, used in the manufacture of drugs, foodstuffs, cosmetics 

and explosives; synthetic rubbers, essential to meet the world‟s demand for rubber, sulfur, for making sulfuric 

acid; and glycol for anti freeze. 

plastic

building

material

industrial

cleaners

other

chemical

agricultural

chemicals

anti-freeze

NAPHTHA



Exercise  5

Hand-held cameras
Read the following passage and then draw a classification diagram. 

Hand-held cameras are of three basic types. The first of these is the direct vision camera which has a short focus lens. This camera is suitable for 

sports pictures and other press photography where there is limited light available. Twin-lens reflex cameras are the next category and are popular 

among professional photographers. Industrial and fashion photography are areas in  which this camera is used.  However,  the world‟s  most  popular 

camera 

design is the single lens reflex camera, the uses of which vary from scientific  photography, where the camera body may be attached to a 

microscope, to portraits, particularly of children and animals. This last type of camera is available either in an automatic or semi-automatic form. In 

one kind of automatic camera the aperture is set automatically, and in the other, the shutter speed is automatic.

Exercise  6

Look at this brief summary of one writer‟s EXPLANATION and description of the human blood system. 

made in red e.g. phagocytes process involving

bone marrow e.g. oxygen

of short bones carbon dioxide

examples: lungs, tissues,

ribs, vertebrae kidneys, etc.

BLOOD

composition Two functions

as an internal fluidWhite cellsRed cells circulation



Now use words from the summary to complete this paragraph

Use one word for each answer

The writer explains the human blood system from two points of view: its -----------and 

its--------------- The writer explains that blood is made of ---------------and------------

cells, and --------------of both cell types are discussed. Then the writer explains the 

role of blood as an internal fluid, and, secondly, as an aspect of the body‟s-------------

------ This is seen as a------------------ involving, for instance, oxygen, carbon dioxide, 

the lungs, tissues and the kidneys.

Exercise  7

Read the following passage and then draw a classification diagram

Musical Instruments

Most authorities divide musical instruments into four major classes according to the principles of acoustics. These are 

idiophones, membranophones, aerophones (wind instruments) and cordophones (stringed instruments). 

Idiophones are instruments made of materials which are inherently resonant. That is, they produce sounds by themselves. 

They can be subdivided according to the method by which they are made to vibrate: by percussion, by bending flexible 

material, or by friction. One of the most common examples of the first group is the marimba. 

Membranophones are instruments which produce sounds by means of the vibration of a tight membrane. The best 

examples of these are drums. 

Aerophones must have two essentials: a body enclosing a column of air and a device for interrupting the air flow. The latter 

may be the edge of the instrument (as in flutes), or the player‟s lips (as in a trumpet); or it may be the movement of a reed

(as in a clarinet). The nature of this device determines the major groups of wind instruments. 

Cordophones emit sound by means of the vibration of a tightly-stretched string. Cordophones are usually divided into 

classes according to whether the vibrations are made by plucking, by striking or by friction. Examples of each class are: the

guitar, the piano and the violin. 

Adapted (slightly simplified) from Jean Jenkins: Musical Instruments Handbook Horniman Museum (GLC/ILEA) 



Exercise  8

Read the text and complete the following diagram of the organization of a university. 

In the United States, there are basically two types of‟ universities: public and private. This paper will be concerned only 

with private universities (though much of what is said about the lower levels of administration would be true for both 

public and private institutions). A private university is a nonprofit (or not-for-profit) corporation created for the purpose of

providing teaching and research. Such a corporation is operated by a board of trustees which holds the plenary legal 

power of the corporation and which is self-perpetuating; that is, the members of the board determine who shall be 

added, when, and for how long. In general, a board of trustees is composed of the leading citizens of the community in 

which the university is located. These men and women take an active interest in education and are willing both to 

support the university with their own funds and to seek additional support funds in the local, regional, and national 

business community. 

The board of trustees selects an outstanding scholar-administrator to serve as president of the university. The president 

is the chief administrative officer of the university and is responsible to the board of trustees for the smooth running of 

all parts of the university. He is also responsible for raising money for the institution. The president has the authority to

appoint, with the approval of the board of trustees, a number of vice-presidents who will report to him and who will 

assume responsibility for various parts of the university. Together, the president and the vice-presidents form a ”cabinet” 

or ”executive committee” which has legal responsibility, shared with the board of trustees, for the affairs of the 

corporation. 

The most important of the vice-presidents is usually the academic vice-president. He is responsible for the faculty and 

for all the academic programs of the university. In addition, there are likely to be vice-presidents responsible for student 

affairs, for financial affairs, for development, and for operations. In very large institutions, there may also be other vice-

presidents. 

The academic part of a university – its most important part – is usually divided into a number of separate schools and 

colleges. Each of these smaller academic units is normally directed by a dean. The deans, collectively and individually, 

report to the academic vice-president. Larger colleges, like the college of arts and letters (or letters, arts, and sciences, 

or arts and science – several different names are possible) – the name often given to the unit responsible for all 

undergraduate courses – are often divided up into academic departments. These departments represent academic 

disciplines like chemistry or French and are headed by chairpersons. The chairpersons report to the dean. Deans and 

chairpersons are usually members of the academic faculty who have been elected by their colleagues to direct the 

affairs of the college or the departments for a fixed term. The academic part of the university also includes the 

professional schools, like the school of medicine or the school of law, which are headed by deans and which may also 

be organized into departments headed by chairpersons. 



The other vice-presidents direct functions which are not divided by academic discipline but which spread 

throughout the institution. The vice-president for student affairs will normally have reporting to him or her such diverse 

activities as the registrar, the admissions office, the dean of students, the financial aid office, the foreign student advisor, and 

the testing office. The vice-president for student affairs is responsible for all services to students other than the academic 

services. The vice-president for financial affairs directs the business activities of the university. He prepares the university

budget, administers tuition income and research grants, and is responsible for payment of salaries and the disbursement of 

money to the university‟s creditors – the organizations which sell goods and services to the university. He may also be the 

university‟s legal officer. The primary responsibility of the vice-president for development is to increase university resources

by seeking grants, encouraging donations from alumni, and in general building up the university‟s endowment both in money 

and in facilities. He works closely with the president and the board of trustees in these efforts. The vice-president for 

operations is responsible for the purchase of new equipment, the maintenance of equipment, buildings, and grounds, the 

architectural design of new facilities, and in general the smooth operation of the university‟s physical plant. The maintenance 

personnel, the groundskeepers, and the parking operation, as well as the campus security forces, normally report to him. 

Sometimes different titles are used for all these functions; indeed, in multicampus institutions, other titles may 

be used for these positions on a single campus because these particular titles are reserved for the officers of the whole 

system. For example, the chief administrative officer of a system may be called president, while the chief administrative 

officer of a particular campus within the system may be called chancellor, or provost. The officers directly under a chancellor,

then, would be known as vice-chancellors, and those directly under a provost as vice-provosts. Sometimes an  emeritus 

president may also be known as chancellor. In any case, a large university is a complex community, and a great many 

specialized services are necessary to keep it running. A complex administration is needed to oversee all these necessary 

special services. While the principal function of a university is teaching, it takes the combined talents of a very diverse group 

of people to provide the environment within which teaching may be conducted in an appropriate manner without distracting 

the efforts of the faculty from their main function. 



Vice president
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